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The Workshop on Component-Oriented Programming (WCOP) was one of the driving forces in the
nineties that brought component orientation into broader consciousness of the software development
community. Definitions of basic terminology were discussed and concepts were clarified. In the
2000 decade, the component idea got established in dedicated conferences (foremost CBSE, itself a
former ICSE workshop) and also influenced the software architecture community strongly. During
these times, WCOP evolved to a workshop for young researchers to present new ideas and to collect
feedback from established members of the community. Right from the beginning, WCOP papers
received high attention and often formed the premier way for researchers informing themselves about
new developments in our community. This is, for example, well demonstrated by the high citation
rate of WCOP papers.
Now, in 2010, at the beginning of a new decade, WCOP institutionalized its role as a forum for
young researchers in our community. The success of WCOP as the doctoral symposium of the Com-
pArch federated conference shows not only that this role of WCOP is appropriate, but much more it
also shows that the component idea is still vibrant and attracts young researchers internationally. We
welcome Assist.-Prof. Dr. Barbora Bühnová from Masaryk University in Brno as an additional orga-
nizer, next to Clemens Szyperski, Wolfgang Weck, and Ralf Reussner. As a new incentive, WCOP
2010 awards the CompArch Young Investigator Award, which is given to the work of a young re-
searcher in our community to award specifically promising work of expected high importance. The
award is sponsored by the steering commitee of CompArch which also forms the programme com-
mitee of WCOP. This year, the first CompArch young investigator award was given to Zoya Durdik
from FZI, Germany, for her paper on the integration of architectural modeling into agile development
methods. This year, after a rigorous review process, we accepted ten papers. The reader will notice,
that all of these papers show original ideas with well-started research, highlighting topics showing the
role that components can play for the future of software development.
We thank the programme committee for their valuable help in the paper selection and Erik Burger
for preparing the proceedings of this year’s WCOP. We are grateful to the CompArch organizers,
especially to Frantisek Plasil and Petr Hnětynka, for taking care of all the local organization and for
accommodating our special requests.
We wish the participants and presenters of WCOP 2010 many insights, useful connections, and
further successes in our community.
Brno, Karlsruhe, Redmond and Zurich
Barbora Bühnová, Ralf Reussner, Clemens Szyperski, Wolfgang Weck
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Abstract—In order to cope with the growing complexity of
embedded software while shortening time-to-market, component-
based software engineering offers the possibility to reuse existing
functionalities while automating (i) the analysis of the system
under design and (ii) the production of the final software.
However, it is difficult to ensure that the produced software
actually conforms to the hypothesis used for analysis purpose.
Indeed, model based verification relies on a very different
semantics from the one used in the software implementation.
In this paper, we propose a design approach that consists
of automating the production of a detailed description of the
software application, as an intermediate step towards its concrete
production. As a result, the analysis of the system can be made at
both levels, considering its abstract modelling and the description
of its concrete realisation.
I. INTRODUCTION
More and more products in our everyday life take advantage
of the miniaturization of electronics to provide functionalities
that are controlled by a software embedded system. In order to
cope with an increasingly competitive market, these function-
alities are more and more sophisticated, and thus increasingly
complex. For the same reason, the design of such embedded
systems must cope with even shorter time-to-market. Com-
puter systems that are embedded in cars, air planes, military
systems etc., are called critical embedded systems because a
failure of such a system may have catastrophic consequences.
In this paper, we propose a new design approach that we
intend to implement in order to cope with the complexity
of developing critical embedded systems while increasing the
confidence one can have in the final result. To achieve these
goals, we propose a solution that:
1) eases the analysis of a software system at different stages
of its design process;
2) enables reusability of already existing design artefacts;
3) automates the different steps of the design process, until
completion.
Analysis of a system under design increases confidence
one can have in the final product. The reusability of existing
design artefacts accelerates the time-to-market of a product,
even more in product-lines as it is often the case in industry.
Finally, automation of the design process is very important
since the increasing complexity of embedded software induces
integration of a huge set of information that cannot be handled
manually.
If each of these points provides solutions to design phases
of embedded systems, their integration in a consistent design
process still raises an important problem: when it comes to
analysis of critical embedded systems, formal methods enable
insurance that an abstract model of the system under design
respects some safety properties. These formal techniques rely
on mathematical constructions that are used to abstract the
behaviour of a system. On the other hand, the final system is
implemented with a programming language whose semantic
(i.e. meaning when interpreted by a machine or a software
tool) is very different from the one used for analysis purpose.
This poses the following problem: how to ensure that the
implementation of the system actually respects the hypotheses
that were used for verification purposes?
In this paper, we tackle this problem by proposing a new ap-
proach to automate the implementation of the formal semantic:
instead of directly producing this implementation, we propose
to use an intermediate level of representation of the software
(i.e. between the formal level and the implementation level),
whose semantic is close to the implementation semantics but
enables to automate its analysis.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: sec-
tion II presents the motivations of this work describing the
two main challenges it aims at tackling. Section III consti-
tutes a brief state of the art of research works that tackled
those challenges. In section IV, we describe in details the
approach for which we intend to implement a dedicated
component framework. Finally, section V concludes this paper
and presents the perspectives of this work.
II. MOTIVATIONS
The main goal of the approach presented in this paper
is to bridge the gap between the formal semantics required
by the analysis techniques of embedded systems and the
implementation of this type of systems. Bridging this gap
enables insurance that the verified model correctly represents
the implemented system, and vice versa. Let us try to present
hereafter the different challenges raised by this objective.
A. Formal semantics versus implementation
Different techniques exist to ensure that a model meets a
given set of safety properties (properties ensuring that the
system always provides the functionalities it was designed for).
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Among those techniques, model-checking is the easiest to use
in an automated design process. There exists two different
approaches in order to perform model-checking.
One consists of modelling a system that has been imple-
mented without any simplifying hypothesis on its execution
semantics. In this case, the formal model must represent the
implemented system as closely as possible. The implementa-
tion actually leads the design process.
The other approach consists of restricting the execution
semantics of the software that constitutes the system thanks
to hypothesis that will simplify the verification process. One
can for instance suppose that all the actions of a system are
atomic so that timing properties is no longer an issue in the
verification process. In this case, verification leads the design
process. If using the former technique, the system is much
simpler to implement (the implementation does not have to
ensure a formal semantic) but more difficult to verify: model
checking techniques suffer from the well known scalability
problem, where this problem increases correspondingly to the
complexity of the model. On the other hand, the simplifying
hypotheses of the later approach are more difficult to imple-
ment, but ease the analysis [1].
In this paper, we choose the later approach, since it is more
suitable for safety-critical systems.
Challenge 1. Automate the implementation of a formally
defined execution semantic.
B. Reusability versus automatic production
Reusability of design artefacts is an important industrial
requirement when it comes to manage the evolution of an
existing product. On the other hand, embedded systems also
have to cope with very heterogeneous requirements, like for
instance: memory limitations, temporal determinism, power
consumption and properties specific to a given system. These
requirements may also lead to the selection of a particular
execution platform (hardware, operating system and communi-
cation media), which can decrease the reusability of a piece of
software. Indeed, embedded software most of the time include
some platform dependent code: when changing the platform,
it is often necessary to use a different compiler. To deal with
this heterogeneity of requirements and execution platforms, it
is possible to generate the software application, but reducing
the reusability of the corresponding code.
Concluding the above, heterogeneity of embedded systems’
requirements makes the reusability of existing software diffi-
cult [2].
Challenge 2. Enable reusability of design artefacts while
answering to the heterogeneity of requirements of embedded
systems.
III. SURVEY OF THE FIELD
a) Existing solutions to challenge 1: The problem of
implementing formally defined semantics has been intensively
studied over the last 20 years, and has been marked by a series
of success stories (e.g. ESTEREL [3], LUSTRE [4], BIP [5],
CSP [6]). These languages rely on simplifying hypothesis that
ease their mathematical analysis: for instance, synchronous
languages (ESTEREL and LUSTRE) assume that every action
of the software application is made instantaneously when
receiving a triggering event. Of course, the implementation
cannot strictly respect this hypothesis. Still, the compilers of
these languages ensure that for any input pattern given to the
system, its outputs will be the same as the one that would have
been produced according to the formal semantics [7]. In the
scope of our proposal, the main limitation of those solutions is
that they do not address the issue of the reusability of existing
design artefacts (see challenge 2).
b) Existing solutions to challenge 2: When it comes
to reusability of design artefacts, component based software
engineering is a well established solution [8], which is already
used in the design of industrial non-critical software products
(Koala [9], THINK [10], MyCCM [11]). As far as we know,
only a few projects have investigated the usage of component-
based software engineering in the domain of critical embedded
systems (MyCCM-HI [12], ProCom [13]). ProCom defines a
formal semantic that eases the formal analysis of a system’s
behaviour. The definition of this semantic consists of assuming
that the communications (control and data transfer) between
collocated software components are atomic. This actually
relaxes the synchronous semantics: the execution time of the
components is not null. On the other hand, MyCCM-HI does
not define any formal semantics, but provides transformation
rules to formal methods in order to ease the analysis. Pro-
Com is a component based model lead by verification, while
MyCCM-HI is lead by implementation. This is the reason why
we propose, in the approach presented here, to use the ProCom
component model.
Among the research works that aim at coping with the
heterogeneity of requirements existing in the domain of em-
bedded systems, architecture description languages and mod-
elling languages constitute a promising solution. In the domain
of real-time and embedded systems, UML and its profile
MARTE [14], as well as AADL [15] offer (among others)
the possibility to model precisely the software architecture of
an embedded system. The architecture description language
AADL has particularly retained our attention. The reasons of
this interest are multiple:
1) AADL is a standard dedicated to the design and anal-
ysis of real-time and embedded systems;
2) several research programs lead to the creation of anal-
ysis and code generation tools using this language
(Cheddar [16], Ocarina [17], ADAPT [18]);
3) its usage is complementary with the usage of ProCom:
they both address different type of design and analysis
requirements of a development process: ProCom targets
the encapsulation of software functionalities in order
to ease their reuse while AADL enables to describe
the allocation of those functionalities over the execution
resources.
As to summarize, AADL meets most of the qualities of an
ideal ADL [19].
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In next section, we present in more details the new approach
we propose to answer both challenges 1 and 2.
IV. TECHNICAL APPROACH
The approach we propose in this paper consists of automat-
ing the production of platform dependent code while reusing
the basic functionalities of a system. Platform dependent code
is thus generated while the functional code is reused (regard-
less it has been handily written or generated by another tool).
These basic functionalities will be encapsulated as software
components in order to ease their reuse in different contexts.
The corresponding component model will provide a formal
semantics in order to ease system level verifications (i.e. the
respect of the system level requirements). As a first step
towards ensuring this formal semantic is actually respected in
the implementation, we propose to model this implementation
in an intermediate representation that must be close to the
implementation semantics, but must also be analysable. The
corresponding level of abstraction consists of representing
the execution and communication semantics of the software:
we describe how functionalities are triggered and how they
communicate in the final implementation. Shared variables,
periodic and sporadic tasks, as well as communication buffers
have to be precisely represented in this model.
To begin with the presentation of this approach, we first
describe ProCom, the component model we have selected for
this approach. We then illustrate the gap existing between the
semantic used for the analysis and for the implementation. To
illustrate this difference, we rely on the example of ProCom
components interaction. This will finally lead us to the pre-
sentation of our integrated approach.
A. ProCom, the component model
1) General presentation: The ProCom component model
has been specifically developed to address the specificities
of designing distributed real-time and embedded systems. To
address the different concerns that exist on different levels of
the design of such systems, ProCom consists of two distinct,
but related, layers. At the upper layer, called ProSys, the
system is modelled as a number of active and concurrent
subsystems, communicating by message passing. The lower
layer, ProSave, addresses the internal design of a subsystem
down to primitive functional components implemented by
code.
In ProSys, a system is modelled as a collection of concur-
rent subsystems that communicate by asynchronous message
passing.
Contrasting this, the lower lever, ProSave, consists of pas-
sive units, and is based on a pipes-and-filters architectural style
with an explicit separation between data and control flow. The
former is captured by data ports where data of a given type can
be written or read, and the latter by trigger ports that control
the activation of components. Data ports always appear in a
group together with a single trigger port, and the data ports in
the same group are read or written together in a single atomic
action. This is the main hypothesis of the ProCom component
model in order to ease the formal analysis of the system under
design.
Both layers are hierarchical, meaning that subsystems as
well as components can be nested. The way in which the
two layers are linked together is that a primitive ProSys
subsystem (i.e., one that is not composed of other subsystems)
can be further decomposed into ProSave components. At the
bottom of the hierarchy, the behavior of a primitive ProSave
component is implemented as a C function.
2) Specificities of ProCom: The main characteristic of the
ProCom component model is that it exhibits, through the
structure of the components, the execution model of the
software architecture. To achieve this objective, the ProCom
component model imposes restrictions on the behavior of its
constructs that we explain hereafter:
The functionality of a ProSave component is captured by
a set of services. The services of a component are triggered
individually and can execute concurrently, while sharing only
data. A service consists of one input port group and zero or
more output port groups, and each port group consists of one
trigger port and a number of data ports. An input port group
may only be accessed at the very start of each invocation, and
the service may produce parts of the output at different points
in time. The input ports are read in one atomic step, and then
the service performs internal computations and writes at its
output port groups. The data and triggering of an output group
of a service are always produced at the same time. Before
the service returns to idle, each of the associated output port
groups must have been activated exactly once. This restriction
serves for tight read-execute-write behavior of a service.
In order to implement complex functionalities, ProCom
components must be connected. This can be done by simple
connections that transfer data or control, and connectors
providing more elaborate manipulation of the data and control
flow.
Finally, ProCom gives the possibility to model the internal
structure of ProSys components thanks to connected ProSave
components, connectors, and clocks. Ports primitive ProSys
subsystems, dedicated to message passing, are then connected
to data and trigger ports of ProSave components. Besides,
clocks serve for generating periodic trigger and activate com-
ponent assemblies periodically.
Figure 1 shows the model of a primitive ProSys subsystem
composed of ProSave components, connectors and clocks. As
one can see on the top right part of the figure, message ports of
ProSys components can be connected to trigger and data ports
of ProSave components. This actually means that data con-
tained in messages received on the system ports are transmitted
to the connected subcomponents. Connectors are represented
in this figure as n-to-m connections. For instance, a control
fork connector is positioned between the clock activated at 50
Hertz and the components triggered by this clock (components
computing the actual direction and the desired direction). This
connector states that both computations have to be executed
in parallel.
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Fig. 1. Stability Control System
B. Deployment of ProCom components
Modelling the deployment of ProCom components just
consists of representing the allocation of ProSys components
onto virtual nodes that are latter on mapped onto the concrete
hardware platform. This information is then used to realize
the deployment of components. Since ProCom is dedicated
to the design of critical distributed real-time and embedded
systems, components are deployed statically: the definition and
initialization of data structures corresponding to components,
tasks and interactions, is made at compile time (or during
the very beginning of the system initialization if necessary).
As a consequence of this choice, the definition of these data
structures, as well as their initialization, is synthesised into the
code of the system implementation.
This synthesis process mainly consists of the components-
to-resource allocation. In the scope of distributed and real-time
embedded systems, this allocation consists of mapping:
• interactions of ProSave components to shared variables
and call sequences;
• ProSave components activation (clocks and communica-
tion channels) to real-time tasks;
• interactions of ProSys components to the physical com-
munication media.
As presented in the introduction of this paper, synthesising
the system code while ensuring its conformance with the
model used for its analysis is a difficult problem. In the re-
minder of this section, we present our current works that aims
at answering this issue in the scope of ProSave components.
The main hypothesis of data transfer between ProSave
components is atomicity. Of course, this hypothesis cannot be
ensured in a multi-threaded implementation since it requires
data copying and locking. However, the implementation must
ensure that the data transfer pattern (emission and reception)
is the same as the one that have been considered for analysis
(i.e. with the atomicity hypothesis). To ensure this, we propose
to rely on a three steps data transfer with a double buffer
implementation: the output port of a component is deployed
as a set of two buffers, one that can be updated during the
execution of the component, and one that contains the last
up-to-date value.
1) The first step of a data transfer involves the writer
component: during its execution, it can write on the
accessible buffer.
2) The second step begins when the output port group
(containing the considered data port) is triggered. At
this moment, the buffer roles are switched: the accessible
buffer becomes the last up-to-date buffer and vice versa.
3) The last step is executed when the port group containing
the reader data port is triggered. Then, the last up-to-date
value is copied in the internal structure of the reader
service.
In order to ensure atomicity and data consistency, the second
and third steps must never be concurrently and simultaneously
accessed. This double buffer solution has been preferred to
a single buffer implementation since it reduces time spent
in the critical section, thus getting closer to the atomic
hypothesis. Besides, it is similar to the solution used in the
scope of synchronous programming, for which a conformance
proof has been provided [1]. However, we did not yet prove
that this implementation conforms to the hypothesis of the
ProCom model analysis [13]. As one can easily understand,
the conformance between this implementation and the analysis
semantic is very difficult to ensure.
In the remainder of this paper, we propose a solution to
improve the confidence one can have in the conformance
between the analysed model and its implementation.
C. Describing the execution model with AADL
In order to bridge the gap between the analysis and the
implementation semantics, we propose to produce an AADL
description representing the allocation of ProCom function-
alities onto the execution resources (shared variables, call
sequences, real-time tasks, and communication media).
AADL [15] is an architecture description language (stan-
dardized by the SAE 1) dedicated to the design and analysis of
distributed real-time and embedded systems. AADL relies on
a notion of component which falls in four different domains:
System, Abstract, Software and Hardware. The definition of
the system and abstract domains are very generic, so that
the associated semantic is imprecise (which is not really
surprising considering the purpose of using such components).
On the other hand, software and hardware components are
“concrete components” that come with a precise semantic.
Besides, AADL aims at representing precisely the allocation
of software components onto the execution platform. In the
remainder of this section, we present the different component
categories belonging to AADL software and hardware com-
ponents; we describe some of the possible SW/HW mappings
provided by the language; finally we illustrate the granularity
level AADL enables to reach.
a) Software components: AADL defines six component
categories among software components:
• Data components can represent data types, classes, ob-
jects and shared variables.
• Subprogram components represent sequentially exe-
cuted source text (with its parameters).
• Subprogram groups represent subprogram libraries.
1Society of Automotive Engineers - http://www.sae.org
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• Thread components represent schedulable unit that can
execute concurrently on the execution platform.
• Thread group components represent logically grouped
threads.
• Process components represent a virtual address spaces,
available to store the state of other software components.
b) Hardware components: AADL defines mainly six
component categories among hardware components:
• Processors components represent the set of hardware
and software platform elements that is responsible for
executing and scheduling threads and virtual processors.
• Virtual processors represent logical resources capable
of scheduling and executing threads or other virtual
processors.
• Memory components represent the hardware entities that
enable to store code and data binaries.
• Buses represent communication media dedicated to the
transfer of control and data between memories, proces-
sors, and devices.
• Devices represent hardware entities that interface with the
execution environment.
c) Software to hardware allocation: The allocation of
software components onto hardware components is mainly
modelled into system components, by the means of ”bindings”:
depending on its type, a software subcomponent contained in
a system component can be bound to one of the hardware
components of this system. For instance, a thread component
can be bound to a process components, a data to a memory,
a connection between software components to a bus, etc...
d) AADL, precision of the semantic: The above
presentation shows how concrete is the AADL semantic. The
AADL semantic is also very precise: for instance, when the
communication between two software components requires
the usage of a buffer, AADL enables to specify the size of
the buffer, as well as the expected behaviour of a full buffer:
when the buffer is full and a data has to be written, this data
can overwrite the last or the first data contained in the buffer.
The above presentation of ProCom and AADL shows that
these two modelling techniques are complementary. ProCom
defines software components focusing on their reuse and
the formalisation of their semantic. AADL focuses on the
concrete software and hardware description, as well as the
mapping between them. As a consequence, mapping ProCom
components onto AADL components gives the opportunity to
model precisely the allocation of ProCom components onto
the execution platform. Thus, the design and implementation
of a system, based on ProCom components, can be assisted
by formal verification at both level: considering the formal
semantic of ProCom components, and analysing the AADL
description of their implementation. The remainder of this
paper presents the corresponding approach in more details.
D. Overview of the approach
Figure 2 summarizes this approach. As one can see on this
figure, initial modelling will be performed with the ProCom
component model, and transformed into an AADL model
that describes the implementation of the ProCom semantics.
Our approach enables to ensure the correctness of the model
transformation process thanks to two strong principles:
1) the implementation of the ProCom semantics is correct-
by-construction (the implementation enforces the respect
of the formal semantics hypothesis, the same way as
in [1]);
2) the verification realized at the formal semantic level
can also be performed using the description of the
implementation with AADL (which ensures that the
implementation enforces the respect of those properties).
The non-functional properties of the ProCom components
are then integrated into the generated AADL model (see top
left part of the figure) in order to extend analysis capabilities.
The model transformation from the formal semantics level
to the description of the execution semantics consists of
representing in AADL (target model) how the ProCom (source
model) semantics is implemented. The source model consists
of a set of clocks and events that trigger components, which in
turn trigger the components they are connected to. On the other
hand, the description of the execution semantics consists of a
set of tasks that execute operations, require or provide access
to data, use communication buffer, etc...
The formal semantic and the execution semantic are two
complementary abstraction levels: by representing function-
alities encapsulated by components with a formal seman-
tics, ProCom enables the reuse of existing design artefacts
and eases the analysis of the system requirements (see top
right part of the figure, the analysis can be performed on
components of components assemblies); by representing the
corresponding implementation, AADL eases the generation of
platform dependent code and enables the real-time properties
analysis (for instance that all the tasks meet their deadlines,
see middle right part of the figure).
To conclude this subsection, let us explain how far this
approach answer the two challenges described in section II.
1) Our approach answers challenge 1 firstly by using
implementation patterns that preserve the formal se-
mantic hypotheses [1], and secondly by enabling to
check safety properties twice: once first thanks to the
formal specification and then using the description of
its implementation (described in AADL). Besides, us-
ing the intermediate level of representation (in AADL
here) enables to extend the scope of analysis of safety
properties.
2) Our approach answers to challenge 2 firstly by offering
the possibility to reuse existing design artefacts, and
secondly by automating the assembly process of these
different entities.
Of course, our approach still misses the proof that the
different steps of production are correct, which is actually part
of the perspectives of this work. We illustrate in next section
our preliminary work on mapping ProCom components onto
AADL.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the technical approach
E. Mapping ProCom onto AADL
Mapping ProCom components to AADL components
mainly consists of mapping the implementation of ProCom
components, their activation, and their interactions, onto
AADL software components. Indeed, the virtual nodes mod-
elling in ProCom can easily be transformed into a set of AADL
virtual processors and processes. Following the same idea,
the modelling of hardware in ProCom is easy to transform
into AADL: each modelling entity in ProCom dedicated to
the execution platform description has an equivalent entity in
AADL.
When it comes to software components, the main trans-
formation step consists in deciding of the components to
task allocation. After having automatically decided of this
allocation [20], ProCom clocks, components, connectors and
connections are mapped into a set of AADL tasks, subpro-
grams, data, ports, and connections. Figure 3 illustrates the
resulting mapping of the system described in figure 1. On
this figure, one can see that the enclosing ProCom system is
mapped into an equivalent AADL system. Message ports of
the ProCom subsystem are mapped onto AADL data ports. In
case the control flow was transferred with data, the mapping
would have produced a system with AADL event data ports (as
it is the case for the output ports of the system). The ProCom
clock (50 Hz) has been transformed into an AADL periodic
task (20 Ms), and the components activated by this clock are
described thanks to AADL subprogram calls. The data ports
of the components are, in this case, represented thanks to con-
nected subprograms parameters. The reason of this mapping




















Fig. 3. Stability Control System Mapped in AADL
components executed in the same task. When the data transfer
involves different tasks, then data ports have to be mapped into
AADL data components, and the accessors implementation
have to be mapped into AADL subprograms with a shared
access to the data. Such a description corresponds to the
double buffer implementation described in section IV-B.
F. Ongoing research work
The results of the approach presented in this paper will be
twofold (theoretical and experimental):
1) the theoretical part will tackle scientific issues related to
our objectives. On the one hand, accelerating the time-
to-market requires automating the design process, and/or
reusing existing design artefacts. On the other hand, it is
necessary to ensure that the automation of the software
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production, or the reuse of existing functionalities, does
not introduce undesired characteristics in the final prod-
uct. We thus need to provide answers to this question:
how to make automation and reuse reliable?
2) As one can see in the Figure 2, the experimental part will
provide a concrete solution to this problem: a component
framework that automates the production of the software
application, enables the reuse of existing entities, and
improves the analysis of the system under design.
V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The expected result of this approach is a component-
based framework led by a formal semantics, a requirement of
determinism, and the integration of an architecture description
language dedicated to the design and analysis of real-time
software. As far as we know, this will be the first model driven
approach that merges those three key aspects:
• component-based software engineering for reusability;
• formal model driven engineering;
• modelling languages dedicated to the design and analysis
of distributed real-time systems.
This project opens several perspectives that will have to be
addressed in future works. Out of these perspectives, here are
the two ones we think should be addressed first:
1) in order to reinforce our solution, it is important to deal
with the demonstration that the implementation patterns
we use for compiling the ProCom semantics, as well
as the model transformation algorithms we propose,
produce an execution semantic equivalent to the ProCom
semantic;
2) to go further in the answer to real-time and embed-
ded systems design, we should consider the dynamic
reconfiguration and fault-tolerance issues in the scope
of ProCom.
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Abstract—Software certification as it is practised today guar-
antees that certain standards are met in the process of soft-
ware development. However, this does not make any statements
about the actual quality of implemented code. We propose an
approach to certify the non-functional properties of component-
based software which is based on a formal refinement calculus,
using the performance abstractions of the Palladio Component
Model. The certification process guarantees the conformance
of a component implementation to its specification regarding
performance properties, without having to expose the source
code of the product to a certification authority. Instead, the
provable refinement of an abstract performance specification to
the performance description of the implementation, together with
evidence that the performance description reflects the properties
of the component implementation, yields the certification seal.
The refinement steps are described as Prolog rules so that the
validity of refinement between two performance descriptions can
be checked automatically.
Index Terms—Components, Certification, Performance Engi-
neering.
I. INTRODUCTION
The term software certification usually denotes a process
during which an external authority attests certain properties
of the software development process in a company. These
properties concern the development process or the qualification
of the people envolved with it. Despite the fact that a neutral
third party is involved, this kind of certification does not
guarantee the quality of an actual software product, but, as
Voas [1] puts it, rather “make[s] software publishers take
oaths concerning which development standards and processes
they will use.” However, this type of certification is the most
common, in contrast to product certification [2].
The process of software verification, on the other hand,
proves the functional correctness of a piece of software, based
on formal verification methods. However, software verification
does not cover non-functional requirements such as perfor-
mance or safety. The advantage of formal verification over
a testing and simulation based approach is the exhaustive
coverage of all system states, which cannot be reached with
classical testing [3].
In our proposed approach, software certification is a formal
process of product certification, concerning the non-functional
properties of software. This process includes the definition of
This work is granted by the GlobaliSE project, a research contract of the
state of Baden-Württemberg which is funded by the Landesstiftung Baden-
Württemberg gGmbH.
Service Effect Specifications (SEFF) [4] for the specification
documents as well as for the implementation. The software
issuer can then certify the conformance of the piece of
software to the specification document. In combination with
techniques that certify the implementation against its SEFF
description, the quality of a software product can be certified
through the complete chain of software development, from
the specification document to the actual application. This
is especially important for distributed software development
processes, where the components of a product are developed
by external software suppliers in a globalised market. In
order to guarantee the non-functional properties of a piece of
software, the quality of the externally developed parts has to
be determined. Since software suppliers are often not willing
to have their source code inspected by a certification authority
or the customer, the definition of non-functional properties
of the software provides a level of abstraction that hides
implementation details of the product, but can still be used
to gain a certificate about the quality of the software.
By using formal methods for the certification of software,
the actual process may also be performed by the issuer of the
piece of software himself with the support of semi-automatic
certification tools, which are provided by a certification author-
ity. The result of this kind of self-certification is reproducable
and can be comprehended by the customer of the software,
or an external authority. However, the “classical” certification
scenario, with the authority performing the certifcation, is also
supported. In both situations, human interaction is inevitable,
but can be reduced through the introduction of certification
tools. In one possible scenario, the compliance of product and
specification is specified by the user, and the validity of this
compliance is checked by the tool, yielding the certificate for
the product.
Our approach focuses on non-functional properties such as
performance and resource usage. The envisioned method shall
be fully parametric regarding usage profile, deployment and
assembly. For the initial version, we will assume that some of
these properties are fixed in order to reduce the complexity of
the problem.
This paper is structured as follows: In Section II, an overall
view of the performance modeling constructs in the Palladio
Component Model and the reverse engineering methods is
given. Section III surveys related work, while the certification
scenario is outlined in Section IV. The definition of refinement
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rules and a formal representation is presented in Section V
together with an example in Section VI. The limitations of
the presented approach are discussed in Section VII. After an
outlook on future work in Section VIII, the paper concludes
with Section IX.
II. FOUNDATIONS
In this section, we will describe the parts of the Palladio
Component Model that are relevant for our approach, and
outline the reverse engineering approach for the extraction of
performance properties from existing component implementa-
tions.
A. Palladio Component Model
The Palladio Component Model (PCM) [5] is a meta-model
for the description of component-based software architectures.
The model is designed with a special focus on the predic-
tion of Quality-of-Service attributes, especially performance.
Furthermore, a component-based development process is de-
scribed that contains four types of developer roles: component
developer, software archtitect, system deployer and domain
experts. The part which is of interest for this paper concerns
the component developer, who specifies the components and
their behaviour.
Service Effect Specifications (SEFF) describe the relation-
ship between provided and required services of a component.
In the PCM metamodel, they are defined in the form of
Resource Demanding Service Effect Specifications (RDSEFF),
which are used for performance prediction contain a proba-
bilistic abstraction of the control flow. RDSEFFs use a notation
stemming from UML activity diagrams, i.e. activities are
denoted by nodes. For each RDSEFF, a resource demand can
be specified as well as dependencies of transition probabilities
and resource demands on the formal parameters of the service.
RDSEFFs can be annotated to each provided service of a
component. They describe
• how the service uses hardware/software resources;
• how the service calls the component’s required services.
Resource demands in RDSEFFs abstractly specify the con-
sumption of resources by the service’s algorithms, e.g., in
terms of CPU units needed or bytes read or written to a
hard disk. Resource demands as well as calls to required
services are included in an abstract control flow specification,
which captures call probabilities, sequences, branches, loops
and forks.
RDSEFFs abstractly model the externally visible behaviour
of a service with resource demands and calls to required
services. They present a grey box view of the component,
which is necessary for performance predictions, because black
box specifications (e.g., interfaces with signatures) do not
contain sufficient information. RDSEFFs are not white box
component specifications, because they abstract from the ser-
vice’s concrete algorithms and do not expose the component
developer’s intellectual property. Component developers spec-
ify RDSEFFs during or after component development and thus
enable performance predictions by third parties.
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Figure 1. SEFF Example (from [5])
To get an initial idea of RDSEFFs, consider the example in
Figure 1. The top part depicts the simplified code of the service
execute. The bottom part shows the corresponding RDSEFF. It
includes calls to required services as ExternalCallActions, and
abstracts computations within the component’s inner method
into an InternalAction. Control flow constructs are modelled
only between calls to required services, while control within
the internal computations is abstracted. The example includes
parametric dependencies on the branch transitions and the
number of loop iterations.
A single InternalAction can potentially subsume thousands
of instructions into a single modelling entity as long as these
instructions do not interact with other components and perform
only component-internal computations. In many cases, an
RDSEFF consists only of a few InternalActions and External-
Actions while at the same time modelling large amounts of
code.
In addition to internal and external actions, RDSEFFs
model control flow (Figure 2): StartAction and StopAction
are the beginning and end points of the action chain of a
ResourceDemandingBehaviour. Additionally, RDSEFFs may
contain branches, loops, and forks.
Branches are expressed by BranchActions, which model
XOR control flow alternatives. The contain a number of
AbstractBranchTransitions, which can be either Guarded-


































Figure 2. RDSEFF control flow primitives (from [5])
BranchTransitions, i.e. depending on a parameter, or Proba-
bilisticBranchTransitions. Since the value of an input parameter
is not known at design time, guarded branches can also
have transition probabilities if the input parameter is specified
as a stochastical function in the usage model. The branch
probabilities of guarded branches are determined once the
usage model is defined. Probabilistic branches can be used
to model probabilistic behaviour without dependencies to the
input values. Both kinds of branches contain a Resource-
DemandingBehaviour, which includes actions executed in the
body of the branch.
Loops can be modeled in two ways: LoopAction and
CollectionIteratorAction. Both contain inner actions to model
the behaviour of the loop body. A LoopAction includes
the number of loop iterations as a RandomVariable, which
consists of constants or abitrary distribution functions. The
RDSEFF metamodel only allows to model loops explicitly,
without backward references in the chain of actions within
a ResourceDemandingBehaviour. For this reason, the graph
structure of an RDSEFF is always a tree, since cycles or
loops are modeled explicitly. CollectionIteratorActions are a
special construct for loops iterating over a collection, so that
the number of repetitions depends on the size of the collection.
ForkActions model AND control flow alternatives. The
contained ResourceDemandingBehaviours are executed in
parallel, so the succeeding action of a ForkAction is not
executed until all forked behaviours have terminated.
B. Reverse Engineering
The performance predictions that can be performed with the
Palladio Component Model are applicable in early stages of
development as well as in the case of existing software. In or-
der to obtain performance models from black-box components,
Krogmann et al. [6] have developed a reverse engineering
approach that uses genetic algorithms, static and dynamic
analysis, and benchmarking. The approach has been validated
for Java-based code.
III. RELATED WORK
A. Formal Description of SEFFs
1) Finite Automata: In [7], Firus and Koziolek describe a
formal model for Service Effect Specifications that is based
on annotated finite automata. The automata are enriched by
annotations that contain stochastical expressions for transition
probabilities, depending on the usage profile. The basic ele-
ments are serialization, loops, and branches.
However, the actual SEFF metamodel specified as part
of the PCM posesses a higher expressive power than finite
automata. For example, the number of iterations in a loop
may depend on an input variable, which is not expressable by
a regular language.
2) Queueing Petri Networks: The semantics of PCM mod-
els have been described in [8] in terms of Hierarchical Queue-
ing Petri Nets (HQPN) as defined in [9]. The performance-
relevant parts of the PCM such as the usage model and
RDSEFFs are modeled with Petri nets, but not the component-
related concepts like interfaces and roles. The transformation
presented by Koziolek also contains limitations regarding the
stochastical expressions such that it is assumed that all distri-
bution functions can be expressed by phase-type distributions
and that all random variables are stochastically independent.
Furthermore, composite and incomplete component types are
not supported yet.
B. Refinement Calculi and Petri nets
In [10], rule-based modifications are applied to high-level
Petri nets in order to reach a refinement that preserves safety
properties, which are expressed in temporal logic. In contrast
to other refinement calculi on Petri nets, the approach does
not operate on low-level Petri nets, but on algebraic high-level
nets. However, it is concerned with safety rather than perfor-
mance properties of systems, like most refinement calculi for
petri nets [11].
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C. Certification of software implementation against SEFF
In [12], Groenda suggests a test-based validation of perfor-
mance requirements, i.e. resource demands, against a deployed
component implementation. With this approach, the validity
of SEFF descriptions for component-based systems can be
tested for certain parameter ranges that can be specified for
the testing scenario. Based on this, automatic testcases are
generated, which check the performance results against the
specification and vice versa.
In Groenda’s approach, the certification step is performed





































Figure 3. Certification Idea
IV. SCENARIO
The scenario of certification can be seen in Figure 3. In
the proposed component-based software development pro-
cess, a specifications document for components is created
and enriched by non-functional requirements concerning the
performance of a component (depicted as a cloud symbol on
the left hand side). These requirements have to be laid down
formally in the specifications document, using the formalism
of Service Effect Specifications (SEFF) (see Subsection II-A).
The performance requirements serve as a contract which has
to be fulfilled by the implementing party. However, Service
Effect Specifications can not only be used in the specification
of a software system, but also as a means of description for
an actual implementation of that system.
Based on the specifications document, the implementation
of the component is created, usually by a third party supplier.
The resulting component is shipped with a description of its
performance properties (depicted as a cloud symbol on the
right hand side). This description can be determined by the
implementing party in two ways: In the first case, the devel-
oper of the component creates the performance description
manually. The conformance of these descriptions to the actual
implementation has to be validated by the approach described
in Subsection III-C. In the second case, the reverse engineering
techniques discussed in Subsection II-B are used to create the
performance descriptions a posteriori from the implemented
component. Assuming the correctness of these reverse engi-
neering techniques, the resulting performance description can
be used for a comparison with the requirements.
The availability of both the performance requirements and
the performance description in the form of Service Effect
Specification is a necessary precondition for the approach
proposed in this work. If both artefacts are present, it is
to be determined if the implementation SEFF (which serves
as the performance description of Figure 3) is a refinement
of the requirements SEFF (which serves as the performance
requirements). For this purpose, a formal refinement definition
is specified that allows both parties to check the conformance
of implementation to specification regarding the performance
properties, on the level of the abstract descriptions in the
form of SEFF annotations. With the help of a checking tool,
which could be provided by a certification authority, it is
then checked if a refinement relation between the two SEFF
artefacts holds, and if positive, the certificate can be issued. In
case this performance description has been created manually,
a validation has to be performed, which is indicated by “test-
based validation” in Figure 3. If the refinement relation holds
and the test-based validation is successful, this means that the
implementation complies with the performance requirements.
The separation of performance requirements and perfor-
mance description on the implementation side is necessary for
several reasons:
• If one were to attempt a validation of performance
requirements against the implementation directly, the
approach of Groenda (see Subsection III-C) would not
be applicable. The implementation of a component can
have performance properties that are very different from
the requirements in the sense of providing a much better
performance, but still fulfilling the requirements. Thus,
the test-based validation would return a negative result
which does not reflect the intended purpose of the certi-
fication.
• If the performance descriptions are determined by reverse
engineering techniques, the resulting description will not
be identical with the performance requirements, so that
the refinement is necessary for a conformance check.
In addition to these necessities, the separation of per-
formance requirements and performance description has the
following advantages:
• In a scenario where the component is developed by a third
party, it may not be desireable that all implementation
details of the component, i.e. its sources, are published to
the certificying party or the customer. In order to protect
intellectual property, the performance description can be
used as an abstraction of the software.
• The refinement relation can also be used to find an
existing component implementation from a repository that
meets the performance requirements of the component
specification.




For the definition of refinement between RDSEFFs, two
things are required. Firstly, the notion of refinement itself
has to be described, and secondly, a formal representation of
RDSEFFs and the rules has to be found in order to check if
the refinement relation holds for actual RDSEFF instances.1
In the following subsection, we will provide a set of refine-
ment rules that defines the refinement relation constructively:
If there is an application of rules for two given SEFFs, then
the refinement relation holds. The proof consists of a set of
valid rule applications.
For the top refinement relation, we propose a definition of
refinement that is dependent from the resource demand of the
SEFF:
Definition 1: A Service Effect Specification SEFF1 is re-
fined by SEFF2 if, for each resource, the resource demands
of SEFF1 are greater or equal than those of SEFF2:
SEFF1 ≥RD SEFF2 (1)
Whether the relation ≥RD is given depends on the elements
contained in the SEFFs, since the total resource demand
of a SEFF is calculated by the actions contained in it. In
the following subsections, the single refinement steps for
the different types of actions will be described. In order to
express the resource demand of an action a, we write RDa. A
comparison on resource demands means that for every type of
resource, the resource demands are compared.
This definition is quite coarse at the moment. The resource
demand of a SEFF or of the actions contained in it can be
parametric regarding the input parameters. It can be a complex
stochastical expression for which the “greater than or equal”
comparison of Definition 1 may be difficult to define. At the
moment, we assume that the comparison of two stochastical
expressions is possible and focus on the structural possibilities
of refinement.
B. Refinement steps
An internal action is the simplest building block of a SEFF,
since it represents an action that has no externally visible
behaviour. It can contain a resource demand. For an internal
action, we define the following refinement steps:
Definition 2: An internal action a is refined by
• an internal action b if a≥RD b
• a branch action c containing2 inner actions di, i ∈ N if
∀di ∈ c : a≥RD di
• a loop action l with a maximum number of iterations
p ∈ N containing an action e if RDa ≥∑
p
RDe
Note that the refinement for the branch action does not take
into account the branch condition. For this estimation, it is
1In the following, we write SEFF instead of RDSEFF for the sake of brevity.
2The contaiment relation is expressed with set operators here. By contain-
ment, we mean the relation depicted as in Figure 2.
only important that the inner action fulfills the comparison of
resource demands, so that ≥RD holds in any case.
The following two definitions are derived from Definition 2,
but consider the opposite direction of refinement: It is also
possible to refine an action with a less complex internal action.
As a consequence of this, the refined SEFF is not necessarily
smaller in its structure, which has serious influences on the
complexity of checking for a valid refinement relation (see
Section VIII).
Definition 3: A branch action b containing inner actions ci
is refined by an internal action a if ∀ci ⊂ b : ci ≥RD a .
Definition 4: A loop action l with maximum number of
executions p ∈ N containing an action c is refined by an
internal action a if ∑
p
RDc ≥ RDa .
As we can see, all these refinement rules are “worst case”
rules: it is assumed that the resource demands are always
less or equal, independent of the circumstances, i.e. the usage
profile. This is why we do not take the branch condition into
account and only regard the maximum number of loop itera-
tions. It is possible to define different notions of refinement,
so that for example the resource demands are lower or equal
on average, and not in all cases. For the certification scenario
outlined in Section IV, this weaker refinement would however
not be useful, so we stick to the stronger definition for the
moment.
C. Formal definition of refinement
After having defined the refinement steps in Subsection V-B,
a formal representation of these rules has to be determined. In
the following subsections, we will present several possibilities
for the representation of SEFFs and the refinement relation.
1) SEFF metamodel: The definition of Service Effect Spec-
ifications is laid down in the Palladio Component Model [5].
There, an EMF metamodel for Resource Demanding Service
Effect Specifications (RDSEFF) is described. This is a formal
definition which serves as a basis for the modeling tools of
Palladio and for various model transformations that can be
performed on PCM instances.
However, for our purposes, this definition is not sufficient.
In order to check whether a refinement between two instances
of a SEFF exists, a series of applications of the refinement
rules described in Subsection V-B has to be provided. If such
a series is found, it is possible to define the concrete refinement
relation as a model transformation in terms of the model-driven
development. However, the general definition of valid refine-
ment would require a type of higher-order transformation, of
which the actual refinement relation would be an instance.
But even then, the determination of such an instance from
two existing SEFFs would still be a problem which cannot be
solved with the mechanism of model transformations. For this
reason, we are looking into different formalisms to express the
refinement relation.
2) Petri Nets: Higher forms of Petri nets such as Stochasti-
cal Petri nets are a possible formalism, since a transformation
of SEFFs in to Hierarchichal Queueing Petri nets (HQPN)
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has been performed with limitations in [8]. The process of
refinement can be described in terms of Petri net refinement
as mentioned in Subsection III-B, but the problem here is also
that the source and target net already exist. Refinement usually
describes a transformation that is to be applied on a source net,
which creates the target. Here, the refinement relation has to
be created for existing nets. Furthermore, a class of refinement
steps has to be defined which represents our desired refinement
relation, and a proof method has to be established that checks
if a given refinement complies to this definition.
3) Prolog encoding: Since the refinement steps are defined
as single refinement rules, a rule-based approach can be used
to define the refinement relation between SEFF instances and
also to find the sequence of rule applications that refines the
source instance to the target instance. Rule-based languages
like Prolog [13] can be used to formally describe the rules of
Subsection V-B, provided that an encoding of Service Effect
Specifications in Prolog is defined.
1 % checks if the demand of action A is greater















Listing 1. Refinement of internal action to branch action in Prolog
In Listing 1, we can see the Prolog representation of the
second part of Definition 2 (refinement of an internal action
by a branch action). For the refinement, we need the recursive
helper function demand_geq() that compares an action A
with a list of actions. The clause branches(A,B) indicates
that action A demands a number B of resources (for the sake
of simplicity in this example, B is a number). Lines 12-15
describe the preconditions for refinement, such as the correct
types of actions. If the clause in line 16 also evaluates to true,
then the refinement relation holds.
VI. EXAMPLE
A. Description
In the example of Figure 4, two different SEFFs are shown.
For the purposes of this example, it is assumed that these
SEFFs describe the behaviour of the same service, for example
in a scenario where SEFF1 is part of the component specifi-
cation, whereas SEFF2 is adjacent to the implementation. In
order to prove that SEFF2 is a refinement SEFF1, one has to
provide a mapping of the single actions of SEFF1 to SEFF2.
In our case, determining a mapping is quite straightfor-






























Figure 4. Refinement Example
we have calls to two external services: requiredService1 and
requiredService2. To both services, calls occur in SEFF1 as
well as in SEFF2; the ordering is the same in the sense that
requiredService1 is always called before requiredService2.
Since the internal actions between the external calls do not
affect the execution time of the external calls in this case, the
refinement association is valid for these actions.
For the other actions, matching is more complex. Since we
have different kind of actions on both sides, we must inves-
tigate all possible combinations. For example, if we compare
intAction1 with branchAction1, we can see that branchAction1
contains two elements of the type InternalAction, which are
easily comparable with intAction1. In this case, each of the
internal actions contained in branchAction1 has a smaller
resource demand than intAction1. This means that a refinement
relation holds between intAction1 and branchAction1. This
comparison is independent of the conditions under which
the branch in branchAction1 occurs, since in every case the
resource demands will be lower than the one in intAction1.
In comparison, no refinement relation exists between intAc-
tion1 and intAction2, since the resource demand of intAction2
grows linearly with an input parameter (the number of files)
and is thus not necessarily lower than the fixed resource
demand of intAction1. For the same reason, loopAction1 is
not refined by branchAction1, since the internal action of
loopAction1 has a resource demand that depends on an input
parameter, but those of branchAction1 do not, and so it cannot
be guaranteed that the resource demand of branchAction1 is
always lower than that of loopAction1.
So the only two elements that remain are loopAction1 and
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intAction2. The number of iterations of the loop is dependent
from the number of files, and the resource demand of the
internal action is fixed, so we can calculate that loopAction1
has an overall resource demand of #files·50. The resource
demand of intAction2 is also linearly dependent from the
number of files, but with a smaller factor, so the refinement
relation holds between loopAction1 and intAction2.
B. Prolog
As an example of how such a SEFF can be coded in Prolog,
we describe the actions intAction1 and branchAction1 from
Section VI in Listing 2. The clauses should be quite self-
explaining; as mentioned in Subsection V-C3, we are using
natural numbers in the resource demands clause demands()









Listing 2. Example encoded in Prolog
Now that we have the SEFF instances, we can pose a query,
which together with the refinement rule of Listing 1 gives us
the following result:
1 ?- refinesIntBranch(X,Y).
2 X = intaction1,
3 Y = branchaction1 ?
4 yes
Listing 3. Query on refinement
With refinesIntBranch(X,Y)., we are querying if
there are two entities that fulfill our refinement rule (which, in
this example, only applies to the refinement of internal actions
to branch actions). The interpreter delivers intaction1 and
branchaction1 as the correct result.
VII. ASSUMPTIONS/LIMITATIONS
The approach presented in this paper can only be performed
if the component specification as well as the component
implementation contain performance descriptions in the form
of Service Effect Specifications. The correctness of these
descriptions is assumed. For the implementation side, this can
be checked by the techniques mentioned in Subsection III-C or
by reverse engineering techniques that can guarantee the con-
formance of performance description to implementation. Since
the final certificate states that the implementation conforms
to the performance requirement laid out in the specifications
document, both the refinement check and the conformance
check are necessary.
The formal refinement check is only correct under the
assumptions that the refinement rules that are used are also
correct. The preservation of resource demands or the fulfill-
ment of performance requirements is not checked directly
like in [10], but is encoded in the refinement rules: if there
is a valid application of rules, then the refinement relation
holds. The rules themselves are not formally proved to be
correct. The reason for this is that the performance semantics
of PCM model instances are not specified formally either, so
the correctness of refinement can not be checked formally at
the moment.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
A. Comparability of Stochastical Expressions
In the presented approach, it is assumed that the resource
demands contained in the SEFFs are comparable, so that
a “greater than” relation can always be specified. However,
resource demands are specified with the Stochastical Expres-
sions language of the PCM, and these expressions can reach
a complexity for which a comparison is not yet defined. For
this reason, the comparability of Stochastical Expressions has
to be researched further so that the approach presented in
this paper can be applied to SEFFs containing any kind of
resource demand definition, and also to take the usage profile
into account.
B. Refinement rules
The definition of rules in Subsection V-B only covers some
SEFF elements (branch, loop, internal action) and must be
extended for all elements of the Palladio Component Model.
Further aspects of refinement are not yet covered in the initial
version presented in this paper. These aspects include
• rules for the matching of actions, so that all elements in
the SEFF are part of a refinement rule
• ordering of actions (especially external actions)
• combining of actions so that multiple actions are refined
by a single action
• preconditions for refinement, e.g. comparibility of certain
types of stochastical functions
Furthermore, it may be possible that a refinement can be
found between two SEFF instances that may require several
applications of refinement rules. This would require the defini-
tion of intermediate states, i.e. SEFF instances that are neither
part of the source nor of the target model. With the current
approach, this is not possible yet, but can be included in a pre-
processing step that would determine the intermediate states
and add them to the set of SEFF instances for which a rule
application path must be determined.
C. Formal representation
In order to check the refinement property for existing
systems, the encoding of SEFFs in a formal language, e.g.
Prolog, has to be specified. For this purpose, a model-to-
text transformation can automatically generate the necessary
code for an interpreter, which can than determine whether the
refinement relation holds. For cases in which the refinement
relation can not be found, a mechanism should be developed
that points out the problems so that the parts which prohibit
a valid refinement can be identified.
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D. Validation
For the validation of the approach presented in this paper,
a case study would have to cover the development process
of a component from specification to implementation. From
the implemented component, performance properties can be
extracted through reverse engineering techniques. Then, the
check for a refinement relation is performed for the SEFF
contained in the specification and the generated SEFF, first
manually following the refinement rules defined in natural
speech, then automatically via the formal checks. This way,
it can be determined in which cases a refinement relation
can be found and in which not. From this experience, the
set of refinement rules can be improved in order to meet the
requirements.
IX. CONCLUSION
The proposed approach extends the notion of software certi-
fication into two directions. Firstly, the subject of certification
is shifted from functional correctness to the fulfillment of
non-functional properties such as performance. Secondly, the
certification process is based on formal methods that correlate
the specification documents to the actual implementation for
component-based systems, so that an actual product certifica-
tion can take place.
The process requires that software specification documents
are enriched with descriptions of performance properties,
which can later be checked formally and thus yield a certi-
fication that is concerned with the quality of software. The
formal foundations of this process make it possible to use
certified checking tools for the conformance checks and do not
force the software developer to reveal intellectual property in
the form of source code to the certification authority, but still
gives the customer the possibility to comprehend the check of
compliance between the requirements and the delivered piece
of software.
Since the process is based on the Palladio Component
Model, existing tools and mehods can be used to determine
performance requirements and the performance properties of
existing systems. For the latter case, reverse engineering
methods make the approach also accessible if no performance
descriptions in the form of design documents exist for the
component implementation.
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Architectural Modelling in Agile Methods
Zoya Durdik




Abstract—Agile methods and architectural modelling have
been considered to be mutually exclusive. On the one hand, agile
methods try to reduce overheads by avoiding activities that do
not directly contribute to the immediate needs of the current
project. This often leads to bad cross-project reuse. On the other
hand, architectural modelling is considered a pre-requisite for
the systematic cross-project reuse and for the resulting increase
in software developer productivity. In this paper, I discuss the
relationship between agile methods and architectural modelling
and propose a novel process for agile architectural modelling,
which drives requirements elicitation through the use of patterns
and components. This process is in-line with agile principles and
is illustrated on an example application.
I. INTRODUCTION
Agile methods gain increasing attention in the broader
software developer community [1]–[3]. The notion “agile
methods” is used for software development processes that
are incremental, have strong customer involvement and are
sharply driven by the current needs of a project. They avoid
overhead, i.e., activities and artefacts, which do not directly
contribute to the goals of the current increment [4]. Agile
methods are often adopted by smaller companies; however,
an increasing number of larger companies with established
heavyweight processes are also adapting agile development
methods because of their lower overhead [5]–[8]. Success
stories report on well-managed risks, high chances of customer
satisfaction, and also a good climate in the development team
[2], [9]–[13].
However, the fact that agile methods avoid overhead can be
seen in a strong contrast to architectural modelling [4]. This is
because the effort of explicitly modelling the architecture of a
software system usually does not pay off during initial devel-
opment. However, architecture modelling pays off rather in the
evolution phase or if a cross-project reuse occurs because of
the modelled architecture [14]. Exactly here lie the drawbacks
of agile methods: cross-project reuse of software artefacts,
such as patterns, reference architectures and components are
not foreseen, and product-lines are not supported. However,
software evolution is supported by agile methods in principle
through code refactorings [15]. Refactorings are functionality-
preserving changes of code, usually performed as a preparation
for adding a new functionality [16]. Those refactorings are not
concerned with the overall architecture of a software system.
Furthermore, if the architecture is of any concern at all, it is
considered to be fixed throughout the project [1].
The challenge addressed in this paper is how to reconcile
agile methods with architectural modelling in the software
development process. Its benefits would be the following: agile
methods and their incremental approach lower risks, customer
involvement lowers the danger of developing the wrong prod-
uct. The explicit architectural modelling supports reuse of
components and patterns and would also extend the degree of
creating reusable artefacts for future projects. Furthermore, the
presence of architectural models would support cost estima-
tion [17] and architecture evaluations [18]–[20]. Information
extracted from architectural decisions (reused design patterns
and components) would support the requirements engineering
process through a more goal-oriented requirements elicitation.
Given these benefits of architectural modelling, one can
also envision how architectural modelling can support agile
principles: architectural design supports lightweight develop-
ment processes by systematically reusing existing artefacts,
preventing wrong design-decisions being implemented through
early architectural evaluations and by helping architects to
make important design decisions [21].
Therefore, in this paper, I present an agile architecture
modelling process which is driven by the reuse of patterns
and components and itself drives the requirement elicitation
by explicitly asking questions back to the customer.
The contribution of this position paper is the discussion
of the antimony and symbiosis of agile methods and archi-
tectural modelling and the definition of an architecture-driven
modelling and requirements engineering process. This process
is a step towards architectural modelling in agile processes as
well as for an agile architectural modelling process.
This paper is organized as follows: The following section
discusses agile methods and architectural modelling. Sec-
tion III presents a general model of an architecture-driven
modelling and requirements engineering process. An example
application is introduced in section IV. Section V presents
process benefits and discussion.
II. FOUNDATIONS
Research in the software development processes often fo-
cuses on the heavyweight processes, which are complicated
and highly time and resource demanding. The market pressure
is increasing; projects often suffer from budget and time
pressure in a race for a quick product deliverable. The amount
and the speed of new technologies, requirements and standards
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appearing nowadays produce additional pressure on the devel-
opment process. Classical software engineering methods (like
waterfall) require a big planning up-front and are not flexible
enough to react on rapidly changing conditions. As a reaction
to this, a method family “agile methods” was developed.
The most famous agile methods are: Extreme Programming
(XP) [22], Scrum [23], Crystal Clear [24], Feature Driven
Development [25] and Adaptive Software Development [26].
These methods have the following common characteristics:
• iterative and incremental process;
• lightweight process (as few forward planning as possible,
code is the main artefact, many classical practices e.g.
architecture modelling are considered to be redundant:
YAGNI Principle “You Ain’t Gonna need It”);
• flexible (quick response to a changing environment, new
requirements are welcomed);
• goal-oriented (project value oriented, every development
increment shall add value to the product);
• customer oriented (strong customer involvement);
• team-oriented (team has the main role, self-organized).
The agile manifesto explicitly states the principles of agile
development [27]: individuals and interactions over processes
and tools; working software over comprehensive documen-
tation; customer collaboration over contract negotiation; re-
sponding to change over following a plan.
As already mentioned, agile methods are increasingly gain-
ing popularity in the broader developer community. They
promise a quick reaction to the changing environment and
new requirements while reducing cost and overhead. There is
a big number of success reports, especially for the methods
XP and Scrum [2], [9]–[13].
However, empirical studies on the quality and efficiency of
these methods are less clear [28], [29]. It seems that agile
methods improve well over ad-hoc processes, but elements
such as pair-programming and test-driven development (com-
mon XP practices) are not demonstrated yet to be superior to
established classical software development quality assurance
techniques, such as code and architectural reviews.
Software architecture is a high level abstraction of software
[30]. Documenting architecture is a matter of documenting the
relevant views and then adding documentation that applies to
more than one view. A view is a representation of a set of
system elements and the relations associated with them [30].
Architecture can be represented either graphically in a model
form, for example with the help of the Unified Modelling
Language (UML) [31], or with the help of Architectural
Description Languages (ADL) [32].
For example, the famous “4 + 1 View Model” of P. Kruchten
“describes software architecture using five concurrent views,
each of which addresses a specific set of concerns” [33]. It
consists of: the logical view (functionality of the system), the
development view (static organization of software in the devel-
opment environment), the process view (design’s concurrency
and synchronization aspects), the physical view (mapping of
the software onto the hardware) and the scenarios (system use
cases).
This includes views on its static structure (i.e. components
and connectors), the inter-component control flow and the de-
ployment of components and connectors on virtual or physical
resources.
Software architecture typically plays a key role as a bridge
between requirements and implementation [34]. Architecture
and architecture modelling have the following benefits [30],
[34]:
• communication: architecture may be used as a focus of
discussion by system stakeholders;
• understanding: presenting a complex system at an easier
abstraction level;
• analysis: consistency checking, conformance to con-
straints and quality attributes, dependence analysis;
• reuse: architectural descriptions support reuse at multiple
levels and across a range of systems (styles, patterns,
components, frameworks, code); existing components can
be considered during design (COTS, in-house compo-
nents, commissioned or off-shore);
• management: evaluation of an architecture typically leads
to a much clearer understanding of requirements, imple-
mentation strategies and potential risks (cost-estimation,
mile stone organization, dependency analysis, change
analysis, staffing);
• implementation support: provides a partial blueprint for
development by indicating the major components and
dependencies between them;
• evolution: exposure of the dimensions along which a
system is expected to evolve
There are two plausible scenarios where architectural mod-
elling meets beneficially:
• agile architectural modelling is concerned with lowering
the overhead of architectural modelling by using an
incremental, customer-involved process. Challenges lie in
the definition of architectural refactorings and a suitable
redefinition of the term overhead.
• agile methods with architectural modelling are concerned
with the introduction and utilization of architectural
modelling in agile methods. In this scenario, one needs
to define an agile process which works with several
artefacts, i.e. with code and architecture. In addition, the
benefits of architectures, as discussed need to be exploited
in order to support an overall agility. This includes the use
of architectures for cost estimation, early evaluations of
architectural design decisions and the use of architectures
to elicit the right requirements.
In the next section, I present a process where architectural
modelling is done in an incremental process highly intertwined
with requirements engineering. I claim that such a process
is necessary for the above mentioned integration scenarios.
Firstly, my process is an agile architectural modelling process,
as it possesses central elements of an agile method. Secondly,
my agile modelling process could play a central role in an
agile method with architectural modelling.
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Fig. 1. An agile architecture-driven modelling and requirements engineering process, Activity diagram
III. AN AGILE ARCHITECTURE-DRIVEN MODELLING AND
REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING PROCESS
This section presents the proposed process, describes sepa-
rate steps and challenges connected to them.
The process is iterative and incremental. Each iteration con-
sists of the set of phases (initialization, architectural design and
components selection, accomplished with a goal-oriented re-
quirements elicitation) which form a single process increment
(see Scrum: Sprint). With each iteration, the person applying
the process moves a step toward to the ready system design
and adds product value as will be demonstrated below. Beside
this, the artefacts are created according to the demand of the
current process stage, which keeps the process lightweight.
The innovation lies in the fact that architectural design and
the potential reuse of component candidates are drivers of the
requirements elicitation process.
The person using this process shall be involved in the
system negotiation, design and development and shall have a
technical understanding in the area of software intense system
development (software architecture, in particular). This person
may be either a software architect, or a person who has taken
over her responsibilities in the development process. This can
be technical project lead, technical team lead, team or software
developer.
Therefore, the proposed process conforms to the
characteristics of agile methods. It is presented as an
activity diagram in Fig. 1 and consists of the following
coarse-gained steps, which are repeated in iterations a) inside
of each step and b) together:
Step 0. Initialisation.
a) Gather initial information about the system, i.e. its goals,
required functionality and environment conditions.
b) Check if the following assumptions are fulfilled: initial
requirements to the system are elicited, informally or formally
recorded and are prioritized. The requirement prioritization is
a challenging topic, however it lies beyond this paper’s scope
and will not be discussed. For the state of the art one may
apply for example to [35]–[38].
Step 1. Architectural design.
a) Analyse if there is enough information provided by
the gathered requirements for selection of a suitable pattern.
I propose using a pattern catalogue for this purpose. Such
a catalogue contains a detailed pattern description, like a
pattern goal, benefits, drawbacks, variant, application cases
and connected and similar patterns. If the initial information
is not enough, additional requirements to be elicited first. This
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can as well be supported through the pattern catalogue. The
pattern selection may be tool supported.
b) Confirm the pattern. To finally decide whether a pattern is
really suitable, additional information may be needed. In this
case, one can use questions provided in the pattern catalogue
to elicit additional requirements unless the pattern is confirmed
(appropriate use) or invalidated (the idea of using the pattern is
finally not appropriate). If a pattern was invalidated, I propose
selecting the next pattern from the catalogue identified as a
potential candidate. If the pattern was confirmed, proceed to
the pattern variant selection (most of the patterns have several
possible variants).
c) Select a pattern variant. I propose supporting the person
using this process (further on called software architect) by a
requirement engineering questions catalogue. It shall contain
a description of the variant properties and a list of questions.
These questions shall navigate the software architect through
the decision-taking process. The design of such a kind of
pattern catalogue would also have the benefit that the nav-
igating questions also extend the pattern documentation in
understanding when to use which pattern variant in general
(also beyond the use of the process proposed here).
d) Check if there are enough architectural decisions taken
to proceed to the next step: component selection. Only a part
of the system is designed at each iteration, as the system
architectural design is not intended to be completed (the
process proposes an incremental development). If information
is not yet enough to proceed to the next phase, the software
architect shall return to point a).
New requirements and decisions taken at this step shall
be documented; they can be used to complement the
pattern and requirement engineering questions catalogues for
future projects. Elicitation of new requirements may require
customer (stakeholder) involvement into the process.
Step 2. Component selection.
This step is similar to the step 1, however it goes one level
of abstraction down to the selection of re-usable components
out of an repository.
a) Analyse the selected pattern variant structure. As the
pattern consists of “building blocks”, these blocks may be
represented through components and thus can be reused.
b) Select a suitable component for each building block, if
any component is available. The questions associated with this
component can be used to either validate or invalidate the deci-
sion. These questions will help the architect to elicit additional
requirements unless the component will be confirmed (can be
reused) or invalidated (is found to be inappropriate).
For this step, I propose supporting the software architect
with a tool for architectural evaluation. Certain decisions
(especially regarding quality requirements) may not be obvious
to him, or in some cases she may identify several components
implementing similar functionality. Existing tools for archi-
tectural evaluation are for example the Palladio Component
Model (PCM) [39] and AEvol (A tool for defining and
planning architecture Evolution) [20].
Fig. 2. The salary viewing system, Use Case diagram
If components for each building block of the selected pattern
variant are selected, confirmed or invalidated, the software
architect has finished the iteration and the increment.
c) Check if there any unprocessed requirements. At this
point, the software architect can either proceed to the start to
make more iterations and increments or quit the process.
Questions connected to the selected components help the
architect to validate decisions and elicit new requirements.
Therefore, this paper assumes that the components will be
preferably selected and not created.
IV. AN EXAMPLE APPLICATION: A SYSTEM FOR VIEWING
SALARIES
This section provides an illustrated example – a software
system for viewing salaries, demonstrating the process and its
advantages.
The salary viewing system (SVS) is a system for viewing
salary information and generating reports. It is a simplified
example which shall demonstrate the agile architecture-driven
modelling and requirements engineering process.
The system provides a possibility for an employee to view
the salary and to generate various reports, like annual salary
or bonus overview. A manager can additionally view and edit
salaries and bonuses of her employees. She has a possibility
to view her department statistics and generate reports.
A Use Case diagram for the system is presented on the
Fig. 2.
I proceed with the demonstration of the process on this
test example; it is very simple lest we lose the focus from the
process.
Step 0. Initialisation.
a) Initial information about the system is gathered. One
has the knowledge that this is the system for viewing salary
information and generating reports, which shall provide a
possibility for an employee to view her salary and to generate
various reports and a manager can additionally view and edit
salaries and bonuses of her employees.
b) The initial requirements to the system are affiliated,
informally recorded and prioritized. The software architect
decides for a list form to record requirements, and the list is
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TABLE I
A SAMPLE LIST OF REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SVS
Num. Requirement Priority Risk
1 System must provide own salary and
bonus information for any user
H M
2 System must provide employee’s salary
information for her manager
H L
3 System must provide department statis-
tics for its manager
H L
4 System must provide employee’s salary
and bonus editing functionality for her
manager
H L
5 System shall be able to support new
report types
L H
6 System must generate monthly / quar-
terly / annually reports
M L
presented in the Table I. These requirements are: the system
must provide separate salary and bonus information for any
user, system must provide employee’s salary information for
her manager, system must provide department statistics for
its manager, the system must provide employee’s salary and
bonus editing functionality for her manager, the system shall
be able to support new report types and the system must
generate monthly / quarterly / annually reports.
Since this process step is completed the software architect
can proceed to the next step.
Step 1. Architectural design.
a) The requirements number 1-3 can be summarized as
follows: several system user groups (manager, worker) require
different data representations (view salary, view department
statistics).
There is enough information to have the idea that the Model-
View-Controller Pattern (MVC) could be appropriate.
MVC divides an interactive application into three compo-
nents [40], [41]. The model contains the core functionality
and data. Views display information of the user. Controllers
handle user input. Views and controllers together comprise
the user interface. A change propagation mechanism ensures
consistency between the views and the model. The MVC
pattern is often used with the Observer pattern.
The benefits of the MVC are [40], [41]: Multiple views
of the same model, synchronised views, “pluggable views and
controllers”, exchangeability of “look and feel” and framework
potential.
The drawbacks are [40], [41]: increased complexity, po-
tential for excessive number of updates, intimate connection
between view and controller, close coupling of views and
controllers to a model, inefficiency of data access in view,
inevitability of change to view and controller when porting
and difficulty of using MVC with modern user interfaces tools.
b) To confirm the use of the MVC pattern, one has to
check whether there is the need to keep views and models
synchronised. Although this sounds trivial, it only becomes
an issue if updates of the data can be done by one of several
views. This is because the use of the MVC pattern would
be a potential over-design, if the views provide no editing
possibility and all data updates come from the model. Here
instead of the MVC pattern one could use classical data views
on a data-base (as provided by database management systems
or by mechanisms of ADO.NET for example).
Hence the questions are:
• Shall the user be able to manipulate data through views?
• Do views need to be consistent?
The requirement 4 “System must provide employee’s salary
and bonus editing functionality for her manager” states that
the user shall be able to be manipulate data through views.
For this example I assume that the software architect confirms
the pattern. She also elicits a new requirement: the views have
to be consistent.
c) The MVC Pattern has three possible forms: 1. The view
is connected to the model through a controller, 2. The view is
directly connected to the Model, 3. Mixed form of these two
variants: view is connected to the model through a controller
but in some case has a direct access to the model.
Sample questions which can be associated with the pattern:
• How many views will be needed?
• How many updates will the system have to cope with?
• What is the data volume of each update?
• Can controller become a bottleneck?
• What performance requirements are put on the system?
The software architect could derive the following the MVC
specific questions:
• Shall user only be able to use predefined buttons to
manipulate report queries? (pattern variant 1)
• Shall user be able to construct all queries together through
GUI himself? (pattern variant 2)
• Shall this functionality depend on a user group? (pattern
variant 3)
Based on these questions, the software architect chooses
the variant 1. She has elicited a new requirement: Users must
be able to (only) use predefined buttons to manipulate report
queries and data.
d) The software architect can proceed to the component
selection as she has gathered enough information to execute
the next step.
Step 2. Component selection.
a) The selected pattern variant consists of three general
”building blocks”: model, view and controller. To keep the
example simple, I will only explore the model “block” of the
MVC (as it allows interesting technical speculations and thus
questions to the system). In my application, a database (DB)
is used as the model.
b) If a customer has no preferred technology or vendor, the
software architect can be supported by a set of questions. For
example the following questions can be helpful while selecting
the suitable component (DB Type) for my SVS example:
• Is a database management system (DBMS) necessary or
is simple data file based persistence sufficient?
• Are there concurrent accesses?
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• Is the file-system access control sufficiently detailed (or
is the more sophisticated access control of a DBMS
required)?
• Who will be responsible for the system maintenance
(does responsible side have enough expert knowledge)?
These questions will help the architect to select a suitable
reusable component and elicit additional requirements. Choos-
ing a component can also influence quality properties of the
system. Here the software architect could also have used an
architecture evaluation tool to evaluate possible decisions. This
could be, for example, an average system response time with
a defined amount of system users per period of time.
c) Unprocessed requirements to the SVS system are left,
thus the software architect can make several more iterations.
I argue that already at this process point: a) new re-
quirements were elicited more goal-oriented, b) a significant
increment of the cross-cutting knowledge about the system
was achieved and c) reusable artefacts (components) were
identified.
V. PROCESS BENEFITS AND DISCUSSION
As demonstrated above, the benefit of this process lies in:
a) A more goal-oriented elicitation of requirements: the
proposed process solves two problems, firstly, the danger that
unsuitably cut requirement chunks can lead the architectural
design process in a wrong direction and causes a lot of re-
work, and secondly that it is unclear which requirements are
truly necessary for making architectural decisions.
b) A systematic consideration of reusable artefacts: in the
presented method the decision to reuse artefacts is done
systematically based on the actual requirements.
c) The encouragement of reuse of architectural knowledge
through patterns: the use of patterns itself presents the reuse
of architectural knowledge.
I argue that the process conforms to the characteristics of
agile methods:
• iterative and incremental: the process is iterative and each
process iteration consists of the set of steps which form
a single process increment;
• lightweight: a few forward-planning is required and only
that artefacts are created, which directly contribute to the
goals of the current increment;
• goal-oriented: supports the project value-oriented making
of decisions;
• flexible: new requirements (and also their elicitation) are
supported;
• strong customer involvement: the process supports cus-
tomer involvement by pattern and requirement engineer-
ing questions catalogues;
• team-oriented: the process can be executed by e.g. a team,
which took over the software architect’s role (as proposed
in Scrum).
The process presented in this paper should be seen as an
example. It shows a back flow of information from archi-
tecture design into requirements elicitation through pattern
and component selection. However, these steps may also
appear in different order, i.e. components are selected before
major architectural decisions are taken through the selection
of architectural patterns.
VI. RELATED WORK
Questions concerning the role and potential insertion of ar-
chitecture modelling in agile methods and their reconciliation
are matters of high interest in research, judging by the amount
of articles appearing on these topics. However, most of them
tend to be rather philosophical than practical. Several relevant
practical approaches are presented at the end of this section.
A good introduction into the problem is presented by
Abrahamsson et al. in [4]. This article discusses the roots of
misunderstanding architecture modelling and agile methods
contradictions. It questions the general challenge of their
reconciliation and gives several general advices, but provides
no practical method.
[42] provides an introduction into agile methods, UML-
modelling and describes general agile modelling method-
ologies. However all advices are kept very general, mostly
concentration on the “best practices” of Extreme Programming
(XP) and are more concerning a very general management
level.
[43] presents a project success report where architecture
and Scrum (one of the agile methods) were joined. This report
however neither gives any details on architecture modelling (if
it was used and how), nor proposes any method or process for
their reconciliation.
An exploratory study conducted by IBM and University
of Rome Tor Vergata [44] describes an agile developer per-
spective on the architecture. It shows that in 95% of cases,
developers consider a focus on architecture as important, but
it does not state what is understood by architecture in this
case. It does not propose any method.
There is a set of approaches, dealing with the decomposition
of the problem domain basing on the problem frames and
extending them with software architecture concepts, like [45]–
[47]. For more information on problem frames see [48].
Although these articles do not explicitly deal with the re-
quirement elicitation or agile architecture modelling, they pro-
pose approaches for problem decomposition and architectural
aspects. Thus they can be relevant for the proposed agile
architecture-driven modelling and requirements engineering
process, and, in particular, for the pattern and requirement
engineering questions catalogues.
The approach presented in [49] proposes improving the
software architecture evolution process by mining architecture
and design patterns. Although the approach uses a similar idea
of information extraction out of patters, its goal is to support
the system’s evolution and to extract general scenarios for it.
A practice-oriented approach is presented in [50]. It is
based on Scrum, XP and sequential project management
and requires an architect who plays a central role. Its main
goal is architecture for communication, quality attributes and
technology stack establishment purposes. It does not affect the
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requirement engineering process. Design patterns are used to
give a form to implementation, but not to support requirement
elicitation and further architectural design. Beside that, the
approach seems to be aimed for an organization having one
software system type and thus similar project types (insurance
software systems) as it is should use former architectural
decisions.
A closely related article [51] states that a software archi-
tecture provides a basis for further requirement discovery and
determination of the alternative design solutions. The proposed
method is an adoption of the spiral life-cycle model and
the author describes it as a complementary to XP. However,
the requirements here emerge from: a) the view on models
and prototypes b) from the commercially available software
(COTS, commercial off-the-shelf software), which shall nar-
row the possible architectural decisions. The article mentions
only on the reuse of COTS and requirement identification con-
nected with them. Design patterns are mentioned for “fitting a
component-based development approach into the development
process”. The article is on a very high level. It neither proposes
an exact way on the analysis of the back flow information
from patterns to requirements, nor gives exact details about
the method itself.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, I have discussed the role and potential benefits
of architectural modelling in agile methods and presented a
novel architecture-driven modelling and requirements engi-
neering process. I argue, that such a process is an agile archi-
tectural modelling process, which constitutes a central element
of an agile method which includes architectural modelling.
The future work will target the definition of a set of
questions for driving requirements engineering, similar to the
questions defined in my example application based on the
MVC pattern, and the inclusion of architectural evaluation
in order to deal with quality requirements in a better way.
The validation of the overall process is still an open question.
While its benefits are arguably clear (as discussed here), a
rigorous empirical validation is still needed. Nevertheless, the
process presented here is a promising starting point for a more
comprehensive inclusion of architectural modelling in agile
methods.
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Abstract—The intent of this PhD thesis is the specification,
prototypical implementation and evaluation of a component
concept for scientific experiments, focused on versatile visual
component assembling by a human user, assisted by a compre-
hensive assembling environment. This is achieved by providing
a visual assembling simultaneous from different viewpoints.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the field of computer science most research areas com-
prise a huge amount of data structures, algorithms and char-
acteristic algorithm chains providing a basis for the research
area’s tasks. These are normally used and combined consis-
tently in different ways to solve new problems.
In established research areas there are standard libraries
implementing those basic elements efficiently, best practices
for their use possibly becoming manifest in patterns and/or
even standard tools providing ready-made behaviour for all
basic tasks of the research area. In relatively young research
areas such standards do not exist, which unfortunately often
leads to re-developments of basic data structures, algorithms
and algorithm chains on the green field again and again.
The component concept targeted in this work provides a
platform superseding this repeated re-development of algo-
rithms and especially of algorithm chains. It provides rules for
developing algorithms in a specific way, so that they constitute
components. Built thereon it provides a comprehensive assem-
bling environment, in which a human user can assemble com-
ponents visually to a more complex component (corresponding
to an algorithm chain). Of course, assembled components can
in turn be part of even more complex components (hierarchic
assembling).
An example for a relatively new research area is image
processing. Here, two totally different kinds of tools are used
for research. On the one hand there are open source C/C++
APIs, like the Open Computer Vision Library (OpenCV)1,
implementing basic data structures and algorithms in an ef-
ficient manner, but rarely more complex algorithm chains.
On the other hand there is the commercial standard software
MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox (IPT)2, also providing
basic data structures and algorithms, that can be combined to
more complex algorithms. This is done textually in some editor
in a closed system. A lot of image processing researchers test
1http://opencv.willowgarage.com
2http://www.mathworks.com/products/image
their more complex algorithms in the MATLAB IPT before
they implement them in C++ using some image processing
API.
Using the planned component concept for scientific ex-
periments, those researchers could implement basic image
processing algorithms once as components and consistently
use them for experiments via assembling them visually to
arbitrarily complex components. In contrast to existing visual
assembling environments, the assembling can be performed in
a more versatile manner via a simultaneous assembling from
different viewpoints.
The targeted component concept will be specified and
implemented in a generic way, but evaluated using a large
amount of well-defined image processing data structures and
algorithms. Subsets of these data structures and algorithms are
used as examples in the following.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II presents
existing component concepts with interesting aspects for the
planned component concept. Section III provides a detailed
description of the targeted component concept and points out
important research tasks. Section IV summarises the current
state of the PhD thesis and describes future work including
implementation and evaluation.
II. COMPONENT CONCEPTS
This section provides a short introduction to existing com-
ponent concepts with interesting aspects for the targeted
component concept. There are a lot of existing scientific and
industrial component concepts and even more definitions of
the term component. In line with the literature [1], [2] we
define a component as a reusable software unit conforming to
a component concept with a well-defined interface, encapsu-
lating its realisation and possible internal states. The interface
forms a contract between the component and its environment.
It specifies which services a component is able to provide, if
all demands of the component including required services are
met by the environment (e.g. by other components).
Component assembling is the activity that distinguishes the
component lifecycle from the common software lifecycle. It
can be carried out from different behavioural viewpoints. A
component concept has different purposes. At first it has to
determine how components can be assembled and especially
how they can be composed. This includes the component
interface, the kind of assembling environment, the assembler
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and the viewpoints for assembling. Built thereon it has to
specify the resultant component lifecycle in detail, including
its activities, their possible order(s) and their corresponding
actors. Based on this conceptual part, realisation techniques
can be chosen and a specific environment for component
development, assembling and/or execution can be developed.
Finally, all this in conjunction determines the capabilities of
the component concept’s components.
There are two well known surveys of existing software
component concepts. Lau and Wang [2] analyse 13 differ-
ent scientific and industrial component concepts, compare
them based on three different aspects (component semantics,
component syntax and component composition) and classify
them into four different categories according to component
composition. The Common Component Modeling Example
(CoCoME) [3] was a challenge, where 13 developers mapped
a given component-based architecture example to their own
scientific component concept. Goal of the challenge was
making various component concepts comparable in a way. As
a result the participating component concepts were classified
into four categories, in this case according to their focus. In
addition Selmat et al. [4] compare technical aspects of different
scientific and industrial component concepts, namely their
interaction mechanism and support for distributed applications.
A component concept for scientific experiments should
provide the visual assembling of components that are already
implemented and supplied (and potentially occur as binaries)
from different viewpoints. For that purpose, there are two
interesting groups of existing component concepts.
The first group contains component concepts, that allow
the visual assembling of already implemented and supplied
components, which Lau and Wang classify in the cate-
gory ’Deployment with Repository’. Examples are JavaBeans
[5] combined with a suitable assembling environment like
JBeanStudio3 and ConQAT [6]. In both component concepts
functionality is implemented in atomic components in terms
of Java classes with specific properties, that are specified,
developed and supplied at development time. These can be
visually assembled to a composite component and directly
executed in a specific assembling and runtime environment.
In JavaBeans the composition ”glue code” is stored in an
adapter Java class, in ConQAT the composition information
is saved as composed component in an own XML dialect
(.cqb). In contrast to JavaBeans, ConQAT supports hierarchical
component composition. Unfortunately both component con-
cepts compose components only from one fixed viewpoint,
JavaBeans from an event-driven viewpoint and ConQAT from
a data-flow viewpoint.
The next interesting group contains component concepts,
that model component-based architectures of complete ap-
plications from different viewpoints at design time, which
form the CoCoMe category ’formal models, focusing on
behaviour and quality properties’. Examples are SOFA 2.0
[7], Fractal [8] and Palladio [9]. In all three component
3http://www.vislab.usyd.edu.au/moinwiki/JBeanStudio
concepts a component is defined equivalent to the definition
mentioned above. In SOFA and Fractal structural information
about a component-based architecture is modelled conform
to an Ecore4-metamodel and the behaviour of components is
described by (extended) Behaviour Protocols (BP). In Palladio
four different views to a component-based architecture can be
modelled, conforming to an Ecore-metamodel, and addition-
ally performance relevant aspects for each of these models can
be specified via Service Effect Specifications (SEFFs). SOFA 2
and Fractal explicitly separate functional and control parts of
components. All three provide hierarchical component com-
position. In Fractal and Palladio components are composed
via interfaces bindings, in SOFA 2 via connectors offering
different communication styles. Fractal provides shared com-
ponents, component instances that are is subcomponents of
several composite components. SOFA 2 and Palladio provide
performance prediction at design time. Fractal provides the
verification of composition correctness as well as of correspon-
dences between code and behaviour specification. All three
component concepts provide modelling tools, SOFA and Frac-
tal additionally provide APIs for supporting the (top down)
implementation of designed architectures. However, all three
component concepts are originally modelling approaches for
complete component-based architectures and do not provide
the visual assembling of already implemented and supplied
components.
III. A COMPONENT CONCEPT FOR SCIENTIFIC
EXPERIMENTS
In this section the targeted component concept for scientific
experiments is described in detail. As mentioned before, it
offers the visual assembling of components by a human
user, assisted by an assembling environment. In comparison
to the other mentioned visual assembling environments in
Section II, the adaptation and especially the composition of
components shall be much more versatile. This is achieved by
providing assembling from different viewpoints, namely data-
flow, service-usage and control-flow.
This leads to three different kinds of component composi-
tion (Section III-D). On the one hand two components can be
composed, if a datum of a component is required by the other
component. This component composition constitutes a data-
flow, similar to component composition in ConQAT. On the
other hand, two components can be composed, if a service of a
component is required by the other component. This compo-
nent composition constitutes a service-usage, conforming to
the common view on component composition, e.g. in UML
2.2 components. Moreover a component or one of its services
can be an arbitrarily complex control structure. A component
composition with such ”control components” constitutes a
control-flow.
Accordingly, a component may require various input data
from its environment to perform its task and it can provide
4http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf
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4. Repeat step 3 until there are no further components that
can be executed or can offer their service.
5. Send resultant data and offer services to connected
components.
G. Component concept realisation
The component concept will be realised using Java as well
as TGraphs [14], directed graphs whose vertices and edges
are typed, ordered and attributed, and JGraLab9, an API for
TGraph processing.
During component development the component concept
explicitly distinguishes between two kinds of components. An
atomic component is developed by a component developer
at development time. It can be supplied as .java and/or
.class file, packed in a .jar archive, depending on how much
information the component assembler/user shall get about
the atomic component’s internals. A composed component is
developed by a component assembler during assembling time
in the assembling environment. Internally it is modelled as
TGraph instance conforming to a specific TGraph schema for
composed components. It can be persistently stored as .tg file,
packed in a .jar archive, and again loaded from this .tg file.
But both kinds of components have exactly the same interface
to their environment during visual component assembling. The
defined type of a data port can be any Java type. The defined
type of a service port has to be a subtype of a specific Java
type constituting the supertype for all components.
An atomic component is instantiated via instantiation of
the corresponding Java class and a composed component
is instantiated via loading the corresponding TGraph into
Java and instantiating all contained components. An atomic
component is executed via calling the execute()-method
of its corresponding Java class. A composed component is
executed by executing directly used contained components.
For the development of adaptation GUIs and adaptation GUI
elements potentially JavaBeans property editors and/or cus-
tomisers [5] can be used. For the formalisation of dependencies
between data ports, potentially the Java Modeling Language10
can be used.
The mentioned image processing components for evaluating
the component concept shall use existing image processing li-
braries. Haas [15] gives a good overview about those libraries.
IV. SUMMARY
As mentioned at the beginning, the intent of the PhD
thesis is the specification, prototypical implementation and
evaluation of a component concept for scientific experiments.
In section III a detailed description of the targeted component
concept and predicted research tasks have been introduced.
The research tasks comprise:
1. a) The specification of a suitable concept for the for-
malisation and persistent storage of dependencies between
data ports of one component at development time and their
usage at assembling time and runtime. b) The analysis of the
9jgralab.uni-koblenz.de
10http://www.eecs.ucf.edu/∼leavens/JML
impact of those port dependencies on a data-flow component
composition. c) The development of an algorithm that checks
the compatibility of two data ports and determines which
current types have to be changed in which way to offer the
data port composition.
2. a) The identification of important control structures and
their development as ready-made generic control components
conforming to the component concept. b) The analysis of
the impact of arbitrarily complex domain specific control
structures on the program flow and the summarisation of the
results in terms of guidelines for the development of such
control components.
3. The specification of rules that determine, in which cases
data/services are passed from one component to another during
execution by value/copy and/or by reference, and/or rules that
determine, which actor takes this decision.
4. a) The determination, how instantiated components are
stored. b) The decision, if components can additionally be
adapted at runtime. c) The specification of a suitable concept
for the development and integration of type-specific GUI
elements at development time and their automatic composition
to adaptation GUIs at assembling and runtime.
In future work, these research tasks have to be performed
to complete the specification for the planned component con-
cept for scientific experiments. Based thereon the component
concept can be prototypically implemented and evaluated
using a large amount of image processing data structures and
components11.
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Abstract—Software services offer many opportunities like re-
duced cost for IT infrastructure. However, they also introduce
new risks, for example losing control over data. While data can
be secured against external threats using standard techniques, the
service providers themselves have to be trusted to ensure privacy.
Cryptographic methods combined with architectures adjusted
to the client’s protection requirements offer promising methods
to build services with a provable amount of security against
internal adversaries without the need to fully trust the service
provider. We propose a reference architecture which separates
services, restricts privilege of the parts and deploys them on
different servers. Assumptions about the servers’ and adversary’s
capabilities yield security guarantees which are weaker than
classical cryptographic guarantees, yet can be sufficient.
Keywords: services, cloud computing, security
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to advances in networking and virtualization tech-
nology, new paradigms of providing IT infrastructure and
software have emerged – among them the so-called Cloud
Computing. The National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy [21] defines Cloud Computing as “a model for enabling
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, appli-
cations, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction”. Cloud Computing enables clients to use Software
as a Service and to outsource their data, thus cutting the cost
of maintaining an own computing center.
However, inherent to Cloud Computing are privacy prob-
lems [17], [22]: By using services in the Cloud, clients lose
control over their data. Clients can not control if their data gets
copied or misused on the server. The threat of insider attacks
exists and keeps many potential customers from using Cloud
Computing in critical or sensitive scenarios (e.g., scenarios
comprising business secrets or customer data). Current security
mechanisms focus on protecting the data transfer to and from
the service provider.
Protecting a pure storage service against insider attacks is
easy. Encrypting all data on the client before uploading it to
the server provides a sufficient level of protection based on
the used encryption [4]. However, this prevents the server from
performing any meaningful operation on the data. Hence, more
complex services require advanced techniques for providing
privacy.
Cryptographic methods like secure multiparty computa-
tion [7], [13] or private information retrieval [11] can in
principle solve all privacy problems. Especially since a fully
homomorphic encryption method [12] was discovered in 2009
which allows calculations on encrypted data. These methods
offer strong security guarantees. For example fully homomor-
phic encryption allows to build services where the service
provider does not learn anything about the user input. How-
ever, due to high communication and computation costs, these
methods are not practical and their costs outweigh all benefits
of outsourcing software or data.
Nevertheless, security guarantees for Cloud Computing are
needed: Without provable security, outsourcing is not an
option for most sensitive scenarios. Since achieving classical
cryptographic security guarantees is in most cases infeasible
for service scenarios, these guarantees have to be weaker,
yet provide a sufficient level of protection. Moreover, to be
accepted broadly the security guarantees must be easy to
understand.
The contribution of this paper is an idea for solving the
privacy problems inherent to Cloud Computing. We suggest
partitioning a service on the basis of its duties and deploying
its parts on different servers. Combined with cryptographic
methods, this approach can provide a provable level of protec-
tion. We discuss an architectural style for separating a service
and provide examples how this separation can enhance the
security of a database service.
We also sketch a new security notion inspired by k-
anonymity [8], [24] which can be applied to outsourced
databases. This notion has been defined in our previous
work [16]. The level of privacy provided by this notion is
easy to understand and we show informally that our database
example fulfills this notion. In contrast to secret sharing, we
respect algorithms and data structures and thus preserve the
efficiency of the service. This is vital for services: Outsourcing
is pointless if the benefits are canceled by security measures
that try to solve problems introduced by outsourcing. Unlike
our previous work [16] which focuses on a formal security
property, this papers focus is on the architecture implied by a
separation of duties.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We give
a short introduction to approaches for the security of out-
sourced databases in Section II. We also give an overview
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of related cryptographic primitives. In Section III, we discuss
the requirements for solutions to the problem motivated in
this Section. We present a reference architecture that we
call Separation of Duties which allows building more secure
services in Section IV. In Section V we discuss why we
need new security properties to provide provable security.
In Section VI, we show with the help of an example of an
outsourced database how Separation of Duties can enhance the
security of services. We discuss assumptions needed for our
approach and its limitations in Section VII. In Section VIII,
we discuss future work and conclude in Section IX.
II. RELATED WORK
Since many services rely on databases, in Section II-A, we
give an overview of the Database as a Service literature that
tries to solve the privacy problems of outsourced databases
with the help of cryptographic methods. Apart from the
methods used here, cryptography offers additional methods to
engage privacy and security issues. We discuss other existing
cryptographic methods in Section II-B.
A. Database as a Service
The database community realized the benefits of outsourc-
ing early. The concept of Database as a Service was in-
troduced by Hacigümüs et al. in 2002 [15]. They propose
to use encryption to enhance privacy and evaluate several
different ways to encrypt data in a database. However, the
user has to hand the encryption key to the server for query
processing. This is a security risk in an untrusted server
scenario. Since then the privacy aspects of this concept and
the problem of a searchable encryption got much attention.
In [14], Hacigümüs et al. propose a tuple level encryption
scheme and coarse indices to enable the server to execute SQL
on the encrypted data. In this scenario, the server does not
need to decrypt the data for coarse-grained query execution,
and returns a superset of the tuples queried. The client has
to decrypt the returned data and execute the exact query on
it. There were other papers considering different aspects of
this idea: Damiani et al. consider confidentiality in encrypted
databases in [9]. They introduce exposure coefficients and
examine databases where an index refers to just one attribute
value. A more detailed view on exposure coefficients which
considers coarse indices is given by Ceselli et al. in [6].
However it remains unclear, what level of privacy can be
provided by considering exposure coefficients. In [18], Hore et
al. addressed the problem of creating an optimal bucketization
scheme under efficiency aspects.
In contrast to the schemes described above, Aggarwal et al.
propose to separate a database according to privacy constraints
and to distribute it to different providers [1]. They propose
to use encryption if a privacy constraint cannot be met and
present three encryption schemes, namely one-time pad, deter-
ministic encryption, and random addition. They also propose
adding noise to enhance privacy of a distributed database.
Moreover, they define a composition as privacy preserving
if all privacy constraints are met. However, this definition
depends on the privacy constraints of the actual database.
It remains unclear what level of privacy can be provided if
the associations between deterministically encrypted attribute
values are not hidden.
Kantarcioglu and Clifton showed in [19] that classical cryp-
tographic notions are not applicable to encrypted databases
under practical constraints because in general it is infeasible to
realize a database that complies with these notions. Therefore,
they define new notions and propose an encrypted database
with hardware support. In [2] Amanatidis et al. consider
searchable encryption from a provable-security methodology
point of view. They propose an encryption scheme capable
of efficient exact match and range queries while providing
provable security. In [3], Bellare et al. propose a new security
notion called PRIV. In contrast to our notion, a PRIV-secure
database provides provable privacy only if the plaintext is
drawn from a space of high min-entropy. They emphasize
that the proposed schemes enable sublinear search complexity
which is important for databases to enable fast query process-
ing.
B. Cryptography
In this Section we discuss cryptographic methods, namely
Multiparty Computation, Homomorphic Encryption, and Pri-
vate Information Retrieval which can in principle solve all
the privacy and security problems outlined in Section I.
These methods may be applicable in special cases. In general,
however, the complexity of these methods cancels the benefits
of outsourcing.
1) Multiparty Computation:
There are cryptographic solutions for two or more parties
cooperatively computing a certain function over a set of
data without any party learning anything about the input of
other parties except what is learned by the output. Using an
interactive protocol, these secure multiparty computations [7],
[13] can thus solve all computation related privacy problems.
The problem is that for each party, the computation cost is
higher than computing the whole function on the complete
input without any other party. This makes the concept of
multiparty computation for outsourcing services too expensive
and in fact pointless if the client is the only one with private
input.
2) Homomorphic Encryption:
There are encryption schemes that produce ciphertexts with
homomorphic properties: Consider for example Textbook-
RSA [23]. Multiplying two ciphertexts and decrypting the
result yields the same result as decrypting the two ciphertexts
and multiplying the plaintexts. However, Textbook-RSA is not
considered as secure [5]. In 2009, Craig Gentry discovered
a fully homomorphic encryption that supports multiplication
as well as addition [12], and theoretically solves our privacy
problem: The client could simply use the proposed encryption
scheme, and the service provider could adapt its service to
work on encrypted data using this scheme. However, this is
not feasible since the size of the key scales with the size of
the circuit of the algorithm which the service calculates.
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3) Private Information Retrieval:
Cryptography offers a method to retrieve information from
an outsourced database without the server learning anything
about the information queried [11]. This is a special case
of oblivious transfer [25]. However, these methods are also
infeasible in most cases: If the database server must not learn
anything about a query, the query issued to the database
must contain every cell. Otherwise the server learns which
cells do not contribute to the result of the query, and thus
learns something about the result set, if no special-purpose
hardware is involved [19]. The need to iterate over every cell
for every query execution makes private information retrieval
impractical in most cases.
III. REQUIREMENTS
In this chapter we discuss the requirements of a solution
for the privacy problems inherent to most services. Basically,
solutions for the presented problem should provide provable
security and practicability. While there are solutions that pro-
vide either provable security or practicability (cf. Section II),
there is a lack of solutions that provide both.
A. Requirement 1: Provable Security
Formal notions and proofs are provided for cryptographic
methods. While providing security in the sense of classical
cryptography is infeasible for nontrivial services (e.g. services
more complex than pure storage services), solutions for the
privacy problem described in Section I should provide prov-
able security. This means that we need a formalization of the
level of privacy provided. Furthermore, we need to prove that
our solution provides this level of privacy (fulfills the formal
notion). A level of privacy one wants a service to provide is
for example that an adversary cannot learn relations between
attribute values of an outsourced database (cf. Section V).
B. Requirement 2: Practicability
There are cryptographic solutions for all problems men-
tioned in Section II. However, in most cases they are inappli-
cable due to their complexity. We strive for solutions that are
practical and do not cancel the benefits of outsourcing. Also
the provided level of privacy has to be easy to understand,





Fig. 1. System and deployment view of a client application deployed on a
client machine invoking a service deployed on a server.
IV. SEPARATION OF DUTIES
In order to reduce the information a single provider can
learn, we propose to combine the design pattern Partitioned
Application [20] with the Need to Know Principle [27] and
apply it to services. Partitioned Application is a security design
pattern that suggests to split a large monolithic application
into several parts and to restrict the privileges of each part
individually. The Need to Know Principle originates from the
intelligence service area and suggests to allow access to the
data needed, and to deny access to all other data. For services,
this means separating a service with respect to its algorithms
and data structures and deploying each part on a different
server. Each part only gets the data needed to fulfill its duty.
Consider for example a route planning service. This service
can be separated into a maps part and a route optimization
part. A client using this service can get the maps required
for his route, extract the graph data, and send it to the route
optimization part, which does not need the names of the
locations, but the graph representation of the map to find
the cheapest way. With this separation, the service provider
does not necessarily learn the location of departure and the
destination of the client.
Assumptions about the server’s capabilities (like limited or
no storage) and the application of well-understood efficient
cryptographic methods result in provable and easy to under-
stand security guarantees assuming the adversary only has
access to one server. If the separation respects the algorithms
and data structures of the service the efficiency of the overall
service can be conserved with little overhead. Therefore Sep-
aration of Duties can be a solution for the privacy problem
of services that fulfills both requirements from Section III. As
a side effect, since the code of the service is partitioned and
distributed as well, this can also impede software piracy.
Separating a service (c.f Figure 1) into different parts can
be done in two ways which we term serial and parallel. We
will explain with the help of examples of outsourced databases
how a service can be separated. While these separations for
themselves in general does not offer an additional level of
privacy, they allow us to deploy them on different servers and
to apply cryptographic methods like encryption and provide
a level of privacy that can be sufficient while maintaining
scalability. Note that the parts even can be deployed on servers
of different infrastructure providers.
In the remainder of this Section, we will present serial and
parallel separation, and discuss the security implications of
these separations. In Section VI we provide an example for a
separated database which offers privacy due to the separation
and the applied cryptographic methods.
A. Serial Separation
If a service is separated into two (or more) parts and a newly
introduced requiring interface of the first part is connected to
a newly introduced providing interface of the second part then
we call this serial separation (cf. Figure 2). This separation is
transparent to the client if the providing interface on the first
part does not change.









Fig. 2. System and deployment view of a serial separation of a service




Fig. 3. An example for a serial separation: The architecture of a secure
outsourced database proposed in [14]. The adaptor provides and requires a
standard SQL interface. The overall database service consists of the database
service on the server and the adaptor on the client.
Consider for example the architecture of the outsourced
database proposed in [14] (cf. Figure 3). The database service
is split into two parts: The database part is deployed on a server
and the adaptor part is deployed on the client. A sequence
diagram for a query is depicted in Figure 4. The adaptor
translates queries from the client application to match the
scheme of the encrypted database of the database service. The
adaptor then decrypts the results, eliminates false positives,
and returns the results to the client application.
With serial separation, in order to be connected the com-
ponents or the servers the components are deployed on have
to be aware of each other. If this is a potential security risk,
since it elevates the likelihood of malicious cooperation. This
can be avoided by using anonymizing proxies. However, since
the first part of a service has a requiring interface, it knows
that there is a second part somewhere.
B. Parallel Separation
If a service is separated into two (or more) parts which are
connected in parallel to an adaptor component or the client
application we call this parallel separation. In order to be
connected, the parts of a serially separated service or the
servers the parts are deployed on have to be aware of each
other. With parallel separation, this is not necessary. However,
for such a separation to be transparent to the client application,
an adaptor has to be deployed. Figure 5 shows a parallel
separation with an adaptor component deployed on a third
server. This adaptor can be as well deployed on the client’s
machine.
Consider for example the architecture depicted in Figure 6.
Here, the database indices are outsourced to another compo-
nent deployed on a separate server. In order for this separation
to be transparent to the client, an adaptor component is
deployed on the client’s machine. The overall service consists
of the adaptor, the database indexing service and the database
service. The adaptor or the client application has to call both,
the indexing service and the database service in order to




decrypt results, fine-grained query execution
results
Fig. 4. Sequence Diagram for a query in the serial separated database. The
adaptor translates queries from the client application to match the scheme of
the encrypted database of the database service decrypts the results and returns










Fig. 5. System and deployment view of a parallel separation of a service, and
an adaptor. The composition structure and the deployment relationship may
cross each other. Consider the adaptor deployed on the client. This is not in
conflict with UML and conceptionally sound, as long as the inner components
are bundled by an assembly where inner components remain visible, exactly
for the reason of possibly distributed deployment.
execute a query. In Figure 7 a sequence diagram for a query
is depicted. A client calls the adaptor. The adaptor calls the
indexing service and then queries the database using the results
from the indexing service. Then, it returns the result from the
database service to the client application.
Parallel separation can reduces the likelihood of malicious
collaboration. The components do not have to be aware of each
other, and the adaptor can be deployed on the clients’ machine.







Fig. 6. An example for a parallel separation: The overall database service is
separated in an indexing service and a database service deployed on different
servers. An adaptor deployed on the client’s machine provides a standard SQL
interface to the client application.
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achieve since it requires a new component and can require
an adaption of existing components and the calling party as
well. This may be counterintuitive for software engineers.
C. Security of Separations of Duties
Separating a service does not enhance the security in
general. Consider for example the route planning service from
the beginning of this Section. If the route optimization part can
match the input graph unambiguously to an area, privacy is
lost.
However separating a service allows to restrict the privilege
of individual parts, or apply cryptographic methods that also
can be seen as a restriction of privilege. If the route optimiza-
tion service does not get graph data which is unambiguously
mappable (e.g. noisy data), intuitively there is a privacy gain.
V. SECURITY PROPERTIES
For cryptographic methods, there are security notions that
formally describe the security provided by these methods.
Classical cryptographic security notions are inspired from
indistinguishability. For example, an encryption scheme is con-
sidered secure if two different ciphertexts are indistinguishable
for an adversary. If an adversary is given a plaintext, the
encrypted plaintext and another ciphretext, she should not
be able to relate one of the two given ciphertexts to the
plaintext correctly with a probability significantly greater than
1
2 . Otherwise the encryption scheme is considered insecure.
This is a very strong notion. It implies, that a ciphertext yields
no information about the plaintext.
However, classical style cryptographic notions are not appli-
cable in a Service scenario under practical constraints: If you
transfer indistinguishability-inspired notions to a Service sce-
nario, you would want the server not to be able to distinguish
between two different sets of data sent to the service. Neither
would you want the server to gain information about the input
from an execution of the service (to be able to distinguish
two executions of the service). For Database as a Service,
it is neither possible to obtain database indistinguishability
nor query indistinguishability under practical performance
constraints [19].







Fig. 7. Sequence diagram for a query on an example of a parallel separated
database service: The client queries the adaptor, which calls the indexing
service for the indices needed for the query of the database.
To provide provable security, we need a formulation of the
level of security we want to provide. In order to be applicable
in a service scenario, we strive for cryptographic security
notions that are weaker than classical notions, but provide a
sufficient level of protection:
Consider a system that hides relations between attribute val-
ues while allowing attribute values itself to leak. Such a system
would not considered as secure by classical cryptography, but
the level of privacy it provides can be sufficient. In some cases
it may be even sufficient to allow to leak that an arbitrary value
of an attribute is related to k distinct rows in the database This
is inspired from the anonymity property k-anonymity [8], [24].
As the level of privacy provided by hiding relations is easy
to understand, it is not trivial to formalize and is out of the
scope of this paper. However, formal security notions are in
the scope of our work (cf. [16]).
Note that there are different levels of privacy between no
security and perfect security. These levels in general cannot
be compared to each other, since they form a half order. For
example, you cannot compare the levels of privacy provided
by hiding relations to the level of privacy provided by hiding
attribute values.
Hiding relations, but allowing attribute values to leak is
clearly weaker than database indistinguishability [19], yet
achievable with reasonable overhead. In the next Section we
will present an example for a separated database that hides
relations.
VI. EXAMPLE
In Section IV we introduced parallel and serial separation
of a service and provided examples. While these separations
do not provide an additional level of privacy in general, they
allow us to apply cryptographic methods while maintaining
scalability. In this Section we provide an example for a
separated database that offers privacy due to the separation
and the applied cryptographic methods.
Consider the toy CRM database depicted in Figure 8 con-
taining the names, surnames and bank account numbers of
individuals. We want to outsource this database without an
row name surname bank account
1 Alice Smith 573535635
2 Bob Smith 436343346





Fig. 8. An toy example of a CRM database.
adversary learning the relations between the attribute values
(cf. Section V). For example, we allow an internal adversary
to learn that our database contains a tuple with the name value
“Alice”, but we do not want the adversary to learn that there
is a tuple in the database with the name value “Alice” and the
surname value “Smith”. Additionally, one may want to hide
the number of occurrence of attribute values. For example, we
may want to hide that the attribute value “Alice” occurs two
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row ENCprob(name, surname, bank account)
1 ENCprob(Alice, Smith, 573535635)
2 ENCprob(Bob, Smith, 436343346)
3 ENCprob(Alice, Jones, 343462624)
...
...
Fig. 9. The toy CRM database from Figure 8 with tuples encrypted
probabilistically.
times in our database. In this database, we want to be able to
search by name and surname values, but we never search by
the bank account number. Furthermore, we only want to be
able to execute exact match queries efficiently.
Creating explicit index tables for the attributes “name” and
“surname” allows (cf. Figure 10) to apply encryption to the
original database. These indices can either be created bit by
bit if the database is empty in the beginning, or in one step
by the client before the database gets outsourced. In this
example we propose to apply probabilistic encryption on tuple
level. Figure 9 depicts the resulting table. Here, the tuples
are encrypted probabilistically with ENCprob. The attribute
values can only be read with the appropriate encryption
key. Of course, this prevents the execution of most queries.
However, exact match queries still can be executed by using
the previously created index tables (cf. Figure 10). Note that
efficient execution of other queries e.g. range queries or sum
and avg aggregates can be provided with more sophisticated
index structures [1], [14]. For the simplicity of this example,
we focus on exact match queries.
If the index tables and the encrypted CRM table are
deployed on the same server, attribute value relations may
still leak even if the values in the rows column are encrypted
(cf. Figure 12). An adversary who has access to logs can infer
that rows often queried successively are related. Therefore
we deploy each index and the relations database on different
servers. Figure 11 depicts the system and the deployment view
of the resulting database service. The overall service consists
of the adaptor deployed on the clients machine, the indices
and the relations database.
To hide the number of occurrence of individual attribute
values, the entries in the rows column can be padded to a
fixed length and encrypted probabilistically (cf. Figure 12).
Note that search time for exact match queries for this























Fig. 11. Structural and deployment view of our separated CRM database.
The indices are deployed on separate servers as well as the encrypted attribute
values database. An adaptor deployed on the clients’ machine provides a
standard SQL interface to the client application. The overall service consists













Fig. 12. Encrypted separated indices for the attributes name and surname
of the database in Figure 8. The first column contains the attribute value, the
second column contains a probabilistically encrypted list of the rows where
the attribute values occur in the original database.
Consider for example the query:
query := SELECT * FROM table
WHERE name = "Alice"
AND surname = "Smith"
A sequence diagram for this query is depicted in Figure 13.
After receiving this query the adaptor has to get the appropriate
tuple IDs from the indices. These queries can be executed in
parallel:
subquery1 := SELECT rows FROM name index
WHERE name = "Alice"
subquery2 := SELECT rows FROM surname index
WHERE surname = "Smith"
After decrypting the results, the adaptor gets the tuple IDs 1
and 3 from the name index and the tuple IDs 1 and 2 from
the surname index. The client can intersect the two id sets and
query the attribute value database for the appropriate tuples:
get tuples := SELECT * FROM
attribute value database
WHERE row = 1
After decrypting the result, the adaptor returns it to the client
application. Note since the adaptor is deployed on the client’s
machine, the server does not need the encryption keys, and
relations between attribute values are hidden assuming an
adversary only has access to one server.
This example shows that it is possible to separate a database
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Fig. 13. Sequence diagram for a query in the separated database. After
receiving a query from the client application, the adaptor queries the indices
for tuple IDs, then the attribute value database and returns the decrypted
results to the client application.
and to apply cryptographic methods in order to hide relations
between attribute values. For additional levels of privacy
further methods may be used. For example dummy queries can
shroud the frequency distribution of attribute values involved
in queries. Deterministic encryption of the keywords of the
indices still allows for efficient execution of exact match
queries, but can hide even single attribute values.
VII. ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
For our approach we need some assumptions.
We assume that adversaries cannot solve problems in feasi-
ble time for which no efficient algorithm has been found yet.
This is a reasonable assumption and broadly accepted.
We currently assume that the adversary is honest but cu-
rious. This means that the adversary does not change data
or influence calculations on the server, but just observes, and
tries to learn as much as possible. Consider for example a
system administrator who dumps data and tries to sell it. We
assume that the client can detect malicious behavior beyond
eavesdropping. This is reasonable since in most cases such
a behavior can be detected, for example by occasionally
comparing the output of the service to the expected output,
or by using hash codes for storage.
We also assume that adversaries only have access to one
server. This is also reasonable since the parts of the service
can be distributed to different servers or even different infras-
tructure providers. This makes malicious cooperation highly
unlikely.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
For future work we plan to investigate more complex index
structures that allow efficient execution of other types of
queries. We plan to evaluate different alternatives for databases
with respect to the level of privacy provided and the perfor-
mance of the overall system.
We also plan to investigate if and how Separations of
Duties can be applied to more complex services and how it
can enhance the privacy in other scenarios than outsourced
databases.
We also need formalizations of the level of privacy we
want to provide. We need security notions, that are easy to
understand, and achievable in a service scenario, yet provide
sufficient privacy guarantees.
We want to understand new methods such as adding noise or
dummy data that intuitively enhance privacy (cf. the example
from Section IV-C). There has been some work [10], [26]
considering the effects of noise or artificial data. However,
the privacy aspects in a service scenario are still unclear.
Investigating the privacy properties of adding noise or dummy
data seems a promising direction.
IX. CONCLUSION
Privacy problems are inherent to services. Since classical
cryptographic security notions are not applicable to services,
we need new security notions which are easy to understand
and are weaker than classical notions but provide a sufficient
level of protection, and means to realize them. We presented
a reference architecture that we called Separations of Duties
which can potentially solve the privacy problems by i) sepa-
rating a service into several parts and restricting privilege of
individual parts and therefore ii) allowing the application of
practical cryptographic methods to single parts. We presented
an example of a separated database service and showed that
this service hides relations of attribute values while providing
efficient execution of exact match queries.
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Abstract—The design of the architecture of a software is a
crucial step in the development process. The architecture defines
the components of the software and the functions and respon-
sibilities of each component. Also, the architecture determines
the maintainability of the software, and the techniques that are
used in the implementation. Software architecture visualizations
support the architect when she designs the software because
they facilitate communication, analysis, and development of the
architecture. Unfortunately, no visualization is available that
allows for efficient visualization of a software architecture while
the architecture is designed.
This paper introduces NOTAVIS. A visualization concept that
claims to efficiently support the design of a software architecture.
NOTAVIS will provide a visualization that can be used as a
medium for efficient communication about an architecture, and
that is helpful in architecture analysis and development.
Keywords-software architecture; architecture visualization; ar-
chitecture design
I. INTRODUCTION
Designing the architecture of a software is a crucial step
in the software development process. The architecture defines
the components from which the software is build, it decides
on the technologies that must be used for implementation, and
it determines the maintainability of the software. The design
of a software architecture is done by the software architect.
In order to efficiently design an architecture visualizations
are needed [23]. A visualization will support the analysis,
development, and communication of an architecture. When
designing a software architecture the architect develops a
mental picture of the architecture [1], but the architecture itself
is invisible. A visualization of this mental picture supports
the analysis of the architecture, because the reviewers share
a common picture of the architecture that is induced by the
visualization [8]. Also, the visualization supports the develop-
ment of the architecture, because additions and modifications
to the architecture become visible. In addition, a visualization
serves as a medium for communicating an architecture to their
stakeholders, e.g. developers and project managers.
Therefore, visualizations are needed that efficiently support
the architect when she designs an architecture, but unfor-
tunately currently available and used visualizations do not
support the architect when she designs an architecture. That is
because existing visualizations are not integrated in the design
process, the widely used UML diagrams do not efficiently
support the design of an architecture, and the frequently used
ad-hoc architecture visualizations are of little use for the
further software development.
Existing architecture visualizations are not integrated in the
design process. Architecture visualizations are created in one
step after the architecture is designed, but the architecture
design process is iterative, and an architecture is developed
in several ever-changing directions, e.g. top-down, bottom-up,
inside-out, or outside-in [20]. While an architecture is designed
changes are common, but changes to visualizations often
destroy them, e.g. the layout of the symbols. Visualizations
typically do not define methods and tools that support the iter-
ative, change-intensive design process. Therefore, architecture
visualizations are not integrated in the design process.
UML diagrams are widely used for visualizing an archi-
tecture, but they do not efficiently support the design of an
architecture. First, UML doesn’t define a method that will
allow the architect to efficiently turn his mental picture of
the architecture into a UML diagram representing her mental
picture. Second, most of the UML diagrams require that
implementation details are known, e.g. the methods of classes.
When designing an architecture this details are initially of no
importance. Third, UML doesn’t provide a single overview
of an architecture because the elements of an architecture are
scattered over different diagrams whose relationships aren’t
obvious. For instance, architectural structurces like compo-
nents, their interfaces, and their deployment are scattered
over the the component, the class, and the deployment dia-
gram. Fourth and finally, UML doesn’t support the effective
visualization of modern architectural concepts like plug-in
frameworks for instance. This is why UML diagrams do not
efficiently support the design of an architecture.
When designing an architecture architects frequently use ad-
hoc architecture visualizations to overcome the shortcomings
of UML [6]. Unfortunately, the ad-hoc visualizations are of
little use for the further software development. The informal
symbols that are used in ad-hoc visualizations have no obvious
connection to the source code, therefore they are of little
use for the later implementation. Ad-hoc visualizations don’t
serve well as communication medium, because the meaning
of the symbols is not defined, and therefore the architect must
describe their meaning to any stakeholder. At last, ad-hoc visu-
alizations are of little use for the project management, because
the missing connection to the source code makes it hard to
use the visualization as a basis for planning and controlling
the implementation phase. Thus, ad-hoc visualizations are of
little use.
Although visualizations are needed for efficient design of a
software architecture, actually there is no visualization in use
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Fig. 1: The software architecture design process of NOTAVIS
or available that efficiently supports the architect while she
designs a software architecture. That is because visualizations
are not integrated in the architecture design process, the widely
used UML diagrams are unsuitable to support the design of
an architecture, and ad-hoc visualizations are of little use for
the further software development.
This paper presents the NOTAVIS visualization concept. It
provides a method for efficient visualization of the mental
picture of an architecture that the architect builds when she
designs the architecture. This is done by combining design
decisions, architectural styles and patterns, and architecture vi-
sualizations. In order to support the method, NOTAVIS defines
a visualization tool and a graphic notation. The visualization
tool complements the architecture design process and allows
for an iterative visualization of an architecture while it is de-
signed. The graphical notation is derived from typical elements
of ad-hoc architecture visualizations, and is therefore easy to
comprehend. Though it is derived from ad-hoc visualizations,
it links to the source code, and therefore will be useful in later
software development.
The structure of this paper is as follows. The next section
introduces the NOTAVIS concept. NOTAVIS comprises a vi-
sualization method, a graphical notation, and a visualization
tool. Following this, section III shows an example of how
NOTAVIS is used in practice. Section IV shows the relations of
NOTAVIS to the areas of architecture visualization, architecture
documentation, and visualization. This section also compares
and contrasts NOTAVIS with existing architecture visualization
approaches. Finally, in section V a conclusion is drawn and
an outlook to future work is given.
II. THE NOTAVIS CONCEPT
The NOTAVIS concept comprises three parts. These parts
are a visualization method, a graphical notation, and a vi-
sualization tool. The visualization method is based on the
architecture design process. The graphical notation is based on
ad-hoc visualizations, design rules for efficient visualizations,
and the connection to the implementation. The visualization
tool is developed with respect to design rules for efficient
visualization tools. All these parts are described in detail in
the sections that follow.
Fig. 2: Refinement of a usage relationship
A. Visualization Method
The visualization method of NOTAVIS supports the archi-
tect in turning her mental picture of the architecture into a
visualization and in refining the visualization in order to be
useful for later development phases. The method is based on
the architecture design process, the visualization of the mental
picture, and the refinement of usage relationships between
components.
The architecture design process is iterative [24]. In the
beginning the architect takes the specified requirements that
must be realized by the software that is to be developed.
Her job is to design an architecture that allows for realizing
the specified requirements [3]. In order to design a suitable
architecture the architect first formulates a design problem,
e.g. what architecture will allow for the implementation of a
graphical user interface. For the design problem she decides on
a design solution. For instance, the graphical user interface is
implemented using the model-view-controller pattern (MVC).
The design solution in turn leads to an architecture, continuing
with the example this is a MVC architecture [15]. At last,
in the NOTAVIS architecture design process the architect
visualizes her mental picture of the architecture, namely the
MVC architecture. This process is repeated until all design
problems are satisfactorily solved, and the architecture allows
for realizing the specified requirements [15]. Figure 1 shows
the described design process.
A crucial step in the design process is the visualization of
the architect’s mental picture of the architecture [23]. NOTAVIS
supports the architect in visualizing her mental picture by
providing visualization patterns. Design decisions an architect
takes are based on her intuition, design methods she knows,
and her experience [15], [19]. Reference architectures, archi-
tectural styles and patterns, and design patterns, are called
solution patterns. Solution patterns are part of design methods
the architect knows and are part of her experience. Therefore,
when solving a design problem an experienced architect often
uses solution patterns. These solution patterns modify the
designed architecture, and in turn modify the architect’s mental
picture of the architecture [1], [15]. To visualize her modified
mental picture the architect selects the matching visualization
pattern from the visualization pattern catalog of NOTAVIS and
adds it to the visualization. A visualization pattern is simply
a visual representation of a solution pattern.
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TABLE I: NOTAVIS’ symbols
Symbol Semantics Symbol Semantics
Component Part of a software that realizes a
function of the software and is
usable through an interface.
Usage relation Shows a relationship between two




A component that exists multiple
times in different forms. Inverse usage
relation
Shows an inverse relationship
between two components. For
instance, this is a callback relation.
The using component defines an
interface that is implemented by
the used component. To be used
the component that implements the
interface must register with the
component that defines the
interface. The dot of the arrow
points to the component that
defines the interface, and the arrow
points to the component that




A component that is nested into
another component. The nested
component can be used through the
interface of the nesting component,




Encloses components that are part




A software application has
boundaries. Inside these boundaries
the application’s components are
placed. Relationships crossing the
application boundary are
dependencies to the environment.
In order to be useful for the later development phases the
architecture visualization must link to the elements of the
source code, e.g. classes, interfaces, or methods. The link
is established by refining the usage relationships between
the components and the components and the environment.
When a relationship is refined the syntactical interface is
defined. The syntactical interface comprises the parts of the
implementation that make up the relationship. For instance, if
Java is used the syntactical interface of a relationship between
two components is defined by designing the Java interface that
is provided or used by the components respectively. Figure 2
shows the refinement of an inverse usage relationship between
two components.
B. Graphical Notation
The architecture of a software is its structure that com-
prise components, the externally visible properties of those
components, and their relationships to each other and to the
environment [3]. Also, components can be part of logical
concepts, and of course they are part of a software application.
A component encapsulates functions, data, and possibly
other components. It realizes parts of the functionality of the
software. The encapsulated functions, data, and components
can be used through interfaces that the encapsulating com-
ponent provides. If one component uses another component
a relationship between them is established. All components
of a software together make up the application in which the
requirements of the stakeholders are realized.
A logical concept in an architecture is, for instance, a
solution pattern. Components that make up a solution pattern,
e.g. the model, view, and controller components in a model-
view-controller pattern, are part of the logical concept model-
view-controller.
NOTAVIS provides symbols to visualize the elements of an
architecture. Table I shows the symbols and describes the
meaning of each symbol. The symbols were derived from
ad-hoc visualizations because they are familiar to architects,
widely used, and easy to use. Typically rectangles and arrows
are used in ad-hoc visualizations [6]. Iconic representations of
real-world objects are also frequently used in ad-hoc visualiza-
tions. Therefore, NOTAVIS allows to add icons to component,
application, and concept symbols to give the viewer a hint of
the functions and responsibilities of the visualized element.
For the visualization of the refined relationships between
components and between components and their environment
UML diagrams are used. UML diagrams were chosen because
they are familiar to the developers and they directly map to the
source code, e.g. a class in a class diagram represents a class in
the source code. Also, UML diagrams integrate the NOTAVIS
visualization with the UML diagrams that are regularly used
in the architecture documentation [6].
An efficient visualization allows the viewer to quickly catch
on the meaning of the visualization and its symbols. The com-
prehension process is supported by colors and by arranging
the symbols in a meaningful way [25]. NOTAVIS provides
color schemes that can be applied to the used symbols. The
color schemes define colors that are easily distinguishable.
Also, NOTAVIS defines layout rules for the arrangement of
the symbols. There are two kinds of layout rules: Inter-symbol
layout rules, and visualization patterns.
Inter-symbol layout rules define how symbols are arranged
relative to each other. First, symbols do not overlap each other
except for the concept symbol. Second, the lines of symbols
should not adjoin to make them distinguishable except for
nested components that share an interface with their nesting
component. Third, symbols are arranged with respect to their
relationships. Relationships should flow from top to bottom
and from left to right. This arrangement matches the typical
reading direction. Finally, bends of relationships are always
right-angled, and crossings should be avoided.
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Fig. 3: The user interface of the NOTAVIS tool
Visualization patterns are graphical representations of a
solution pattern. For instance, the visual representation of the
model-view-controller pattern. Therefore, visualization pat-
terns define the symbols and their arrangement to be used
when a solution pattern is visualized. When a visualization
pattern is added to the existing visualization the layout of
the visualization pattern is preserved. The visualization pattern
itself is treat like a single symbol that is positioned according
to the inter-symbol layout rules in the visualization.
The functions, responsibilities, roles, and meanings of the
symbols are documented. To support the architect in docu-
menting the elements of the architecture she designs, NOTAVIS
defines documentation templates. The templates define the
content of the documentation for a symbol. For instance, for a
component the sections name, role, function, responsibilities,
dynamic behavior, states, and references are defined. The
sections are either obligatory or optional. If a component
originated from a visualization pattern a documentation ex-
ample is provided along with the template. The example
documentation facilitates the documentation task because it
shows the architect how the documentation could look like
[18].
C. Visualization Tool
A visualization tool is also part of NOTAVIS. The tool is
designed with respect to Shneiderman’s rules for the design of
efficient visualization tools [22]. Figure 3 shows a prototype of
the user interface (UI) of the tool. The elements of the UI are
described in the following paragraphs. Each of the described
elements is numbered, e.g. ①. The description below refers to
that number.
The visualization panel ① is the main element of the UI.
In this panel the architecture is visualized using the symbols
described in section II-B. The whole visualization can be
zoomed, and elements in the visualization can be refined by
using an element zoom function. The element zoom function
allows to vertically zoom in or out of a symbol, for instance
to refine a relationship or to hide nested components. The
element zoom takes place in the visualization. Surrounding
symbols that are not zoomed make place for the zoomed
elements. Figure 2 shows the principle of the element zoom
when refining a relationship.
The visualization pattern catalog ② provides visualizations
for solution patterns. A visualization pattern can be inserted
into the visualization either by dragging or by double-clicking
on it. When the visualization pattern is inserted the currently
selected element is refined by the pattern. The visualization
tool manages the insertion of the visualization pattern by
rearranging the surrounding symbols to make room for the
added visualization pattern. Rearranging the symbols is done
in a way that preserves the existing layout as far as possible.
The toolbox ③ provides a symbol palette, the color scheme
selector, a zoom function, and access to a bird’s-eye view on
the architecture. An architecture can be visualized freely, that
is, without using visualization patterns. Free visualization is
done by using the symbols from the symbol palette.
For each visualization pattern and for each symbol the
architect adds to the visualization it is assumed that it resulted
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Fig. 4: Visualization of the architecture of JTodo with NOTAVIS
from taking a design decision. Therefore, additions to and
modifications of the visualization are recorded in a protocol
④. The protocol can be used for analysis and documentation
of the design decisions. The recorded design designs can be
combined and renamed. It is also possible to undo a design
decision. Actually, the undo mechanism thought about is very
simple. It just removes the undone design decision from
the protocol and all design decisions that were taken after
the undone one. By removing the design decisions from the
protocol all symbols that were added by the design decisions
are removed from the protocol too.
The documentation view ⑤ shows the documentation of
the currently selected symbol. The documentation view is an
editor for structured documents. The structure of a document
is defined by the documentation template that is provided for
each symbol. If a symbol originated from a solution pattern
the role of the symbol and eventually its function is known.
Therefore, the documentation template of the symbol is filled
with an example documentation.
Additionally, the UI provides an architecture browser ⑦.
This browser lists the symbols in the visualization with respect
to their nesting relationships. The to-do view ⑥ lists items that
must be done to complete the visualization, e.g. refine a usage
relationship or document a symbol. To-do items are retrieved
from the meta model of NOTAVIS that is beyond the scope
this paper.
III. EXAMPLE
This example shows the design of the architecture of JTodo.
JTodo is a software application that can be used for managing
to-do lists. The application is used in teaching Java program-
ming to undergraduate students. Therefore, the application
is simple and small, and it is implemented in Java. JTodo
consists of about 350 lines of code that are spread across 10
classes and interfaces respectively. Java Swing components are
used to implement the graphical user interface (GUI). The
implementation of JTodo contains some design patterns that
are typically used in Java desktop applications with a GUI.
The following sections describe the design decisions that
the architect took when she designed the architecture. The
description of the design process is top-down only to illustrate
the refinement of the visualization using visualization patterns.
The resulting NOTAVIS visualization is shown in figures 4
a–f. Elements in the text that reference elements in the
visualizations are printed in italics.
When the architect designed the architecture of JTodo she
first decided to structure the components using a layered style
[21]. This design solution is visualized using the visualization
pattern for the layered style (figure 4a).
Then the architect decided to structure the implementation
of the GUI according to the model-view-controller pattern
(MVC) [11]. The MVC pattern defines a model, view, and
controller component. All these components appear in multiple
forms, e.g. different views each one with its own model. In
order to visualize the design solution the User interface layer
is refined with the visualization pattern representing the MVC
pattern (figure 4b).
Next, the event-handling mechanism is designed. The Con-
troller components of the GUI realize the event handlers.
Each event handler is used from multiple places in the source
code. Therefore, the architect decides to implement the event
handlers using the action technique of Swing. Access to the
handlers is provided through a Broker component [4]. The
design solution is visualized using the visualization for the
Broker pattern (figure 4c).
The Application logic layer is refined after the design of the
GUI is finished. The architect takes the decision to realize all
use cases in one component that is accessible through a façade.
The façade is realized as a singleton. The central Application
data model component is used to store the data with which
the application works. In order to visualize this design solution
the architect refines the Application logic layer by adding the
components Uses cases and Application data model to the
Application logic layer. The Use cases component is refined
with the visualization patterns for the singleton and the façade
patterns (figure 4d).
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Fig. 4: Visualization of the architecture of JTodo with NOTAVIS
After this step, the connection of the GUI data model with
the application data model is designed. The architect decides
to use the observer pattern. Therefore, she refines the Dialog
model and the Application data model using the visualization
pattern for the observer pattern. The observer pattern overlays
the User interface and the Application logic layer. Figure 4e
shows the visualization of this design solution.
At last, the architect designs the Persistence layer. She
decides to provide access to the persistence layer through a
façade. The implementation of the storage provider is defined
using the dependency injection pattern [10]. The architect
visualizes the design solution by refining the Persistence layer
using the visualization patterns for singleton, façade, and the
dependency injection pattern (figure 4f).
After this steps the components of JTodo and their re-
lationships are designed. In order to finish the NOTAVIS
visualization of the architecture the architect has to a) refine
all relationships, and b) document all symbols. After doing
this, the designed architecture for JTodo can be analyzed, it
can be documented, and it can be implemented.
The example showed the top-down direction of architecture
design only. If the design followed a bottom-up direction
components and solution patterns on a lower level of the
architecture are added to solution patterns or components on a
higher level. For instance, if at a low level an observer pattern
is used to connect two components these two components
can be added to the same layer or different layers of a
layers style solution pattern that is applied later at a higher
level. If the design direction is inside-out or outside-in the
existing elements of the architecture are connected with the
new elements.
IV. RELATED WORK
NOTAVIS is in the context of the topics software architecture
visualization for design, software architecture documentation,
the creation of efficient visualizations and visualization tools,
and architecture design methods that use visualizations. Each
of these topics is briefly introduced and the relation to NO-
TAVIS is described in the sections that follow.
Today, many visualizations for software architectures exist.
The visualizations are needed to give the architect and the
stakeholders of the architecture a visible presentation of the
invisible architecture. UML diagrams are the most prominent
visualization for a software architecture. In contrast to NO-
TAVIS, UML doesn’t define a method to efficiently visualize
an architect’s mental picture of the architecture. Also, UML
doesn’t define a tool that allows for efficient step-by-step
development of an architecture visualization. At last, UML
does not define any rules for the presentation of an architecture
visualization, e.g. coloring or layout rules.
The Unified Process [14] and the architecture design meth-
ods Catalysis [9] and UML Components [5] are based on
the UML as graphical notation for visualizing an architecture
while it is designed. These approaches define how to design
an architecture. NOTAVIS in contrast doesn’t define how to
design an architecture. It defines how the mental picture
of an architecture is efficiently visualized regardless of the
process. The design methods define that UML is to be used
for visualization, but they do not define how to use UML
efficiently.
FMC (Fundamental Modeling Concepts) is an architec-
ture visualization approach that is more related to NOTAVIS.
FMC was developed by Keller and Wendt [16]. In FMC
an architecture is visualized using three distinct views: the
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concept, block, and petri-net view. The visualizations support
the communication about a software architecture. Gröne [12]
enhanced FMC by adding conceptual patterns. Conceptual
patterns are used during the design of an architecture. Ad-
ditionally, Gröne defines sample visualizations for typical
architectures. Apfelbacher et al. [2] extended Gröne’s work
by adding a standard layout and layout rules for architecture
visualizations. In contrast to NOTAVIS, FMC doesn’t define
visualization patterns, and therefore doesn’t define a method
to support the architect in visualizing his mental picture of
the architecture. Also, documentation and refinement of the
elements of an architecture isn’t defined by FMC.
State of the art in software architecture documentation is
to use multiple views. The views that are used are defined
by the stakeholder’s viewpoints. The views complement each
other, and each one visualizes a special facet of the architecture
[7], [13]. NOTAVIS provides an overview of a software archi-
tecture. Therefore, a NOTAVIS visualization can be used as
one view of the architecture in an architecture documentation.
Through the refined relationships of the components a NO-
TAVIS visualization connects to other views, e.g. a static view
showing the classes of the software. Additionally, NOTAVIS
records design decisions and defines the documentation of the
elements in the architecture. Both, recorded design decisions
and the documentation of the symbols, can be reused in the
architecture documentation.
NOTAVIS builds upon concepts for the design of efficient
visualizations and visualization tools. Shneiderman provides
rules for efficient visualization tools [22]. Rules for good lay-
out provides Wertheimer’s classic work on the Gestaltgesetze
[26]. Koning provides layout rules especially for architecture
diagrams [17]. Ware provides rules to create efficient visual-
izations [25]. All these rules are reflected in the visualization
method, the graphical notation, the visualization tool, and the
meta model of NOTAVIS.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduced the NOTAVIS concept. NOTAVIS is
used to visualize a software architecture while it is designed.
The motivation for NOTAVIS is the lack of a visualization
concept that efficiently supports the architect in visualizing a
software architecture while she designs the architecture. The
NOTAVIS concept defines a visualization method, a graphical
notation, and a visualization tool in order to efficiently support
the architect in visualizing an architecture while it is designed.
The sections above described the parts of the concept in detail.
We claim that NOTAVIS will contribute to the work of the
software architect and the scientific community a concept that
allows for efficient visualization of a software architecture
while it is designed. The concept will contribute the following
three main parts:
• Provide a method for efficient visualization of the mental
picture of a software architecture that the architect builds
when she designs the architecture.
• Provide a graphical notation that is designed according
to the rules for good visualization design, and that can
easily be understood by the stakeholders of the visualized
architecture.
• Provide a visualization tool that complements the archi-
tecture design process, and that allows for iterative archi-
tecture visualization while the architecture is designed.
Additionaly, NOTAVIS will support the documentation of
the architectural elements that are designed using NOTAVIS.
Thus, NOTAVIS will add to exisiting architecture design,
visualization, and documentation approaches by providing a
concept for efficient visualization of a mental picture of an
architecture while it is designed.
More work has to be done to prove that the claims stated
above are true. First of all, the elements of the NOTAVIS
concept and their foundations must be developed and refined.
Among other things, these elements are the graphical notation,
the visualization tool and the pattern catalog. All this work is
underway.
The NOTAVIS concept must be evaluated after relevant
elements of the concept are finished. Two evaluation ap-
proaches are considered. One is to show that NOTAVIS can
be used to visualize any architecture. The other is to prove
that NOTAVIS efficiently supports the architect in visualizing
her mental picture. For this purpose a controlled experiment
is planned. Participants in the experiment are told to visualize
an architecture that is known to them. The experiment will
try to answer questions about the support NOTAVIS provides
for visualizing the architecture and the quality of the created
visualizations.
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Abstract—As embedded systems become more and more com-
plex the significance of predictability grows. The particular
predictability requirements of embedded systems, call for a
development framework equipped with tools and techniques
that will guide the design and selection of system software.
Simulation and verification are two complementary techniques
that play a valuable role in achieving software predictability
already at early design stage. Simulation is scalable and can
be very useful in debugging and validating the system design.
Moreover, it can be used as a supplement to verification for
visualizing diagnostic traces produced by the verification tool
and for rerunning counterexamples in cases when the verification
property is not satisfied.
In this paper we introduce an idea of a simulative environment
for early development of component-based embedded systems.
By using it, the designer can navigate and debug the design and
behavior of such systems at early stages of the system lifecycle.
I. Introduction
As the complexity of embedded systems grows their de-
velopment becomes more and more difficult. An appealing
approach to manage the embedded systems software com-
plexity, reduce time-to-market and decrease development costs
lies in the adoption of component-based development [1]. The
specific predictability demands of embedded systems, require
the designer to employ a framework equipped with tools and
techniques that can be applied to deal with requirements such
as dependability, timing, and resource utilization, already at
early-stage of development. Modeling, simulation and verifica-
tion play increasingly important roles in achieving predictabil-
ity, since they can help us to understand how systems function,
validate the design and verify some important properties.
Simulation validates the behavior of a system for one exe-
cution path. Being relatively inexpensive in terms of execution
time compared to verification, simulation is a valuable fault
detection technique in early stages of system development. In
general, it can be used to quickly verify a system prototype
for desired properties and behavior and it can contribute to
our studying of system design alternatives, in a controlled
environment. Moreover, with simulation one can explore sys-
tem configurations that are difficult to physically construct,
and observe interactions that are difficult to capture in a
live system. The ability of the simulation can be applied as
a complementary activity to verification, which covers the
exhaustive dynamic behavior of the system. A simulator can
be used for visualizing diagnostic traces generated by the
verification tool and for replaying counterexamples in cases
when the verification property does not hold.
In this paper we introduce a simulative environment for
development of component-based embedded systems. The
simulative environment allows the designer to navigate the
behavior of possibly complex and multilayered systems with
respect to time and resource consumption and check behavior
compliance to resource constraints. Here, we use the ProCom
component model for describing the architecture of our em-
bedded systems [2]. Additionally, we use the Remes dense-time
state-based language [3] for modeling resource-wise behavior
of ProCom components. Our main goal for the simulator
is to be developer-friendly and usable by system modelers,
engineers and developers with no prior knowledge of formal
verification methodologies and tools. Finally, our intent is to
present this environment to the user as a debugger with a
familiar interface that will reduce the user learning effort.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II reviews the ProCom component model and the associ-
ated behavioral model Remes needed to comprehend the rest
of the work. Section III introduces our simulative environment
and finally, Section IV discusses our and related approaches
and concludes the paper.
II. Preliminaries
A. The ProCom component model
The ProCom component model [4] is designed to address
the key requirements and modeling issues coming from the
embedded system domain. In particular, ProCom considers the
need for the design of a complete system consisting of both
complex and distributed functionalities on one hand, and small
low-level control-based functionalities on the other. Therefore,
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ProCom is a hierarchical component model structured into two
layers: ProSys and ProSave. The upper layer, ProSys, serves
for modeling a system as a collection of active and distributive
subsystems that execute concurrently, and communicate by
asynchronous messages sent and received at typed output
and input message ports. The lower layer, ProSave, models
the internal design of subsystems as interconnected passive
components with small functionality, whose communication
is based on the pipe-and-filter paradigm with an explicit
separation between data- and control flow. The former is
represented by data ports, and the latter by trigger ports. The
functionality of a ProSave component is captured by a set of
services, which may execute concurrently while sharing only
data, but no triggering. Components may be interconnected
by simple connections from output- to input ports or by
connectors that provide detailed control over data- and control
flow. A ProSave component can be activated by a special type
of construct, clock.
The ProSys and ProSave layer can be related to each other
only in the lowest level of a ProSys hierarchy, where a ProSys
component can be modeled out of ProSave components. For
more details, see [2].
B. The Remes behavioral modeling language
The REsource Model for Embedded Systems Remes [3] is a
dense time state-based behavioral modeling language, which
is primarily intended to provide a basis for capturing resource-
constrained and timing behavior of embedded systems. It
introduces resources as first-class modeling entities that are
characterized by their discrete (e.g., memory, access to external
devices) or continuous (like energy) nature.
For formal analysis purposes, Remes models can be trans-
formed into timed automata (TA) [5], or priced timed automata
(PTA) [6], depending on the analysis type. We use Remes for
modeling and (when translated to TA or PTA) for formally
analyzing, the behavior of ProCom component-based systems.
The internal behavior of an embedded component is de-
scribed by a Remes mode that can be either atomic (does not
contain submodes), or composite (contains submode(s)). The
discrete control of a mode is captured by a control interface
made up of entry- and exit points, whereas the data transfer
between modes is done through a data interface. Similar to
other languages, each Remes mode may contain local or global
variables that can be of types integer, natural, boolean, array,
or clock.
Assuming that a component consumes resources, its Remes
mode can be annotated with the corresponding resource-wise
continuous behavior. The consumption is expressed by the first
derivatives of the variables that denote resources, and which
evolve at positive integer rates.
The control flow is given by edges (i.e., a set of directed
lines) that connect the control points of (sub)modes. The
continuous behavior of a mode is captured by delay/timed
actions and their execution does not change the current mode.
The discrete behavior is given by discrete actions (represented
as edge annotations), which execution changes the mode. A
discrete action can be executed only when the corresponding
boolean guard that prefixes the action body holds. A Remes
composite mode may contain conditional connectors that
enable nondeterministic selection of one discrete outgoing
action to be executed, out of many possible ones. A mode
may also be annotated with invariants that bound from above
the current mode’s execution time. For more details about the
Remes model, we refer the reader to [3].
III. An idea for a simulative environment
Starting from a given specification of a system (architecture-
, behavior- and platform specification) we want to simulate
the system behavior, with respect to timing and resource
utilization. In order to achieve this goal we propose to build
a simulator that would be able to accept a model fed in
by a developer and allow the user to track the changes
in component behavior, component activation and resource
utilization. Ideally the user interface should be provided in
a fashion that the user is comfortable with, in order to avoid
the resistance associated with “learning yet another tool”.
A. The 2+1 view of a system
To prepare a specification of an embedded system, we
propose a three-fold view of the system. Architecture- and
behavior specification define the desired system, and the third
component - the platform specification, describes the execution
platform for the system. The first two models are typically
specified by the system designer, while the last one comes
from the platform designer and is a common artefact shared
between all systems or products based on the same platform.
Architecture specification comprises of systems, compo-
nents and their connections conforming to the ProCom com-
ponent model, and the behavior specification of the system
is specified with Remes models, where each Remes model is
corresponding to a ProCom component.
Platform specification declares available platform resources
– CPU, available memory, energy consumption etc., within
a platform profile. Once declared, resource consumption is
modeled within component behavior – the resources are ref-
erenced as variables that cannot be read, only incremented
and decremented. Platform profile also specifies constraints
over resources. We propose to define constraints as minimum,
maximum and average functions on either concrete resource
values or resource changes (differences), as defined by the
following grammar:
rc F ( max | min | avg )
’(’ (resource | resource′) ’)’
( < | ≤ | = | ≥ | > ) value
For example, the platform profile can define the constraints
for CPU and memory resources such as: max (CPU) <
200,max (mem) < 16384, to define memory size to 16 Ki
units and CPU usage to 200 units (or 200% usage, assuming
two available CPU cores). In case of available energy the
constraints could be: max (eng′) < 50,max (eng) < 15000,
to limit usage peaks to 50 units, with maximum total energy
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Fig. 2. An example run of a simulator for Temperature Control System
TABLE I
Mapping between common debugger objects and ProCom/Remes objects
Debugger object ProCom/Remes object Comment
Process System Container of execution for all objects
Thread Active subsystem (ProSys) Basic unit of parallel execution
Stack frame (method) Component (in a hierarchy of components) Unit of (hierarchical) sequential execution
Current instruction pointer Active mode of component behavior Smallest unit of execution
Variable Mode variables Variables and resources
when triggered. Sensors can be triggered on Remes variable
change or on component trigger port activation. Data collected
from sensors is displayed in the simulator environment and
stored for later analysis.
To show an example of a simulator run, we can look at a
temperature control system (TCS) [3]. TCS models a cooling
controller for a reactor system that has two cooling rods which
are used to absorb excessive reactor heat thus maintaining
reactor temperature within predefined boundaries. The primary
purpose of the Remes behavior model of the TCS system is
to illustrate resource consumption (e.g., CPU, memory and
energy) during TCS system lifetime.
Figure 2 illustrates changes in core and rod temperatures and
memory consumption for a sample run in both our simulator
and the one in the Uppaal ∗ tool. Both simulators were forced
to follow the same execution trace when selecting transitions
to perform. Slight differences in the results can be noted for
memory consumption at the very beginning of the simulation.
This is due to different resource initialization strategies – TCS
model in Uppaal performs resource initialization at the time
the components (Uppaal processes) are activated, while our
simulator adheres to the Remes execution model and performs
initialization the first time a component is activated and its
corresponding behavior mode is entered.
The main benefit of simulating the TCS system is the ability
of the simulator to track changes for each resource separately.
The current implementation of Uppaal Cora † is somewhat
limited – model checking or simulation can be performed over
a single monotonically rising cost variable, with occasional
∗For more information on Uppaal , please visit http://uppaal.com/
†For details, visit http://www.cs.aau.dk/∼behrmann/cora/
errors in the simulator. To track resource changes on Figure 2
we have manually tracked memory resource change using Up-
paal and its simulator. Note that in Uppaal Cora all resources
need to be combined to a single cost variable. This approach
does not allow to track each resource separately. Therefore, we
have used the Uppaal simulator to track memory changes for
comparison with our simulator. The downside of this approach
is that only discrete model transitions can update resources, as
Uppaal cannot model continuous variable change. However,
in the sample TCS system memory resource consumption is
not affected by delay transitions but only discrete transitions
of the automata.
D. Simulative environment from a user’s perspective
Our main goal for the user interface is to reuse the existing
UI as much as possible, and reduce the effort needed to use the
simulator facilities. With this in mind, we propose to integrate
the simulator with a well-known IDE platform, similar to
what was done with SaveIDE [8] (Eclipse-based) and Uppaal
Port [9], but reuse the platform even further and present the
simulator as a debugger.
Figure 3 illustrates the user’s perspective. Architecture and
behavior models are created using graphical editors, as seen
on the left. These models are then automatically translated
into their intermediate model counterparts (in the middle).
Platform profile (top right) is linked with the two using a
simulator configuration model (middle right) which is used to
generate the simulator classes (bottom right). The intermediate
model consists of several submodels, as both architecture and
behavior models can be split over several submodels, e.g. for
each component in the system.
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Users accustomed to modern IDEs are also familiar with the
concept of debuggers – every programming language comes
with one, and users are familiar with core debugging concepts.
Debuggers deal with objects that model execution elements
like processes, threads, stack frames, current instruction point-
ers and variables, and features of modern IDEs are built to
support manipulation of these objects. In a system modeled by
ProCom and Remes we can distinguish active elements such
as subsystems, components and modes of behavior that have
some similarity to traditional execution elements. An example
of relation between some common debugger objects and
ProCom/Remes objects is given in Table I. During simulation,
we can manipulate these objects in the same fashion as during
debugging of a program process – pause execution, switch
between active elements, inspect current state and so on.
In this way we can reuse metaphors of threads, stack
frames and current instruction pointers to follow the active
model elements (subsystems, components and modes). Mode
variables correspond to debug variables. This allows the user
to navigate possibly complex and multilayered system through
both its architecture and behavior in a familiar fashion – as
debugging equally complex structures defined in traditional
programming languages. It is our hope that this approach will
increase the appeal of the simulative environment to a wider
audience.
During debugging, the user needs to be able to navigate the
system model(s). To enable this, the simulative environment
needs to be integrated with the development environment for
ProCom – the Progress-IDE [10], [11]. Progress-IDE is built
on Eclipse Platform [12] which provides rich editors and a
Debug platform among other facilities. The environment is
component-centric, and system and component structure are
modeled in ProCom. Work on support for behavior modeling
with Remes, simulator-debugger interface and automating tasks
required to generate intermediate models is in progress.
IV. Discussion
A. Assumptions
There are several assumptions (or limitations) built into the
simulation process, which we list in the following.
Static architecture specification – the architecture specification
is implied to be static. Although ProCom component model
doesn’t explicitly prohibit dynamic reconfiguration of com-
ponents and their connections, the simulation assumes that
components cannot migrate to different underlying hardware
resources or change connections.
Simplified view of system runtime environment – processing
elements such as CPUs are described by their processing
speed/rate in a simple resource model. This is a simplification
as modern CPUs cannot be characterized with just their clock
frequency when many parameters such as processor architec-
ture, cores, cache, pipelining, instruction dispatch and general
platform architecture come into play. To some extent this
assumption originates in Remes, with an intent that behavior
models stay platform-independent.
Limited support for concurrency – execution parallelism in
target hardware platform and concrete component allocation
to hardware nodes is not taken into consideration. It is instead
left for analysis in later system design stages when deploy-
ment/allocation models are introduced.
B. Simulation strategy
In section III-A we introduced platform resource usage
as incrementing and decrementing referenced resources (that
behave as scalar variables). The simulator actually manipulates
resources as intervals with open or closed bounds (endpoints).
When a discrete transition and its corresponding action is
performed, it can increment or decrement the resource variable
– in effect, translating the resource interval by a specified
amount. When a delay transition is performed, the resource
update is calculated depending on the duration of the transition
– in effect, arbitrarily changing the resource interval bounds.
Resource updates therefore depend on the timed execution of
model, as described in [3].
Simulation is performed in steps guided by minimum time
intervals for next discrete transition, similar to global execution
strategy described in [13]. In essence, the list of active modes
and possible transitions is traversed to calculate time intervals
till next discrete transition. From the list of intervals, a
minimum interval is selected, time is let pass within this
interval and the system state is updated accordingly. Transition
prioritization and selection (perhaps on user intervention) can
easily be performed during mode list traversal in each round.
C. Trace visualization
Simulator can be used to visualize traces generated by the
verification tools and inspect counterexample states in detail.
Our approach of presenting the simulator as a debugger can
easily be adapted to this purpose – the process of transition
selection for the next simulation round should be guided
by the generated diagnostic trace, instead of usual selection
rules. When following a trace, the designer can monitor state
change, and in any moment divert from the generated trace to
investigate a different dynamic execution path. In combination
with model-checkers for verification, a proposed tool could
be used for both quick prototyping at an early system design
stage, and system verification of a complete system model.
D. Partially-specified systems
An interesting topic for further consideration is the pos-
sibility to simulate and analyze partially-specified systems.
To illustrate, imagine a system designer working on an early
system design. She has specified overall structure, but has
yet to define behavior specifics of each component. How-
ever, when designing for a concrete platform, some details
(e.g. component overhead resource consumption) are already
known as they are dictated by the platform. With this in mind,
it should be possible to simulate the early system model based
on default component behaviors provided within platform
profile. We intend to extend the platform profile with the
description of default behaviors for components, the support
for this in Remes remains a topic for discussion.
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Fig. 3. From architecture- and behavior specification to simulator code: architecture- and behavior models (left) are translated into intermediate models
(middle) and combined with platform profile to form the simulator configuration (right), which is then used to generate simulator source code (bottom right).
E. Related approaches
Several approaches, based on simulation models derived
from UML diagrams, have beed suggested. Extended UML
can be used to specify system models directly, and de Miguel
et al. [14] propose extensions (with UML profiles) to ex-
press temporal requirements and resource usage. Annotated
diagrams are then automatically transformed to scheduling
and simulation models using Analysis- and Simulation Model
Generators, respectively. Similar to our approach, application
element models are transformed to simulation submodels
which are combined to form an integrated simulation model.
A second approach, proposed by Arief and Spiers [15] uses
UML to specify system details needed for simulation with a
process-oriented simulation model. System simulation is built
using a predefined Java-based Simulation Modeling Language
(SimML) framework with key elements such as components,
processes, queues and messages.
Balsamo and Marzolla in [16], [17] propose a similar tool
for simulation of performance for process-oriented systems.
Annotated UML diagrams, such as Use Case, Activity and
Deployment diagrams, are used to describe system perfor-
mance parameters. UML model elements are closely related
those of the simulator, and simulator structure and behavior
closely follow the structure and behavior of the UML model.
A discrete-event simulation model is automatically extracted
from the diagrams, and simulation results are reported back
as tagged values in diagrams.
A notable approach is that of Palladio Component Model
(PCM) [18], [19]. PCM describes component-based systems
with structure, behavior, allocation and usage models and de-
rives a simulation model from them. PCM can model resource
demands of discrete component actions and provide statistical
results, such as processing rate, throughput and response
time per component. Simulation workload is generated using
domain-specific experts’ knowledge contained in the usage
model. A development and analysis environment is provided.
When discussing embedded systems, we should not forget to
consider approaches using Matlab and Simulink, as these tools
have established themselves as standard tools for embedded
system design and analysis. COMDES [20], [21], [22] is
a framework for hard real-time distributed control systems
that uses actor diagrams representing subsystems and signals
exchanged between them, and state-machines or functional
block diagrams to specify behavior. COMDES translates the
model to Simulink for simulation.
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Abstract—Understanding the performance characteristics of
enterprise applications, such as response time, throughput, and
resource utilization, is crucial for satisfying customer expecta-
tions and minimizing costs of application hosting. Enterprise
applications are usually based on a large set of existing software
(e.g. middleware, legacy applications, and third party services).
Furthermore, they continuously evolve due to changing market
requirements and short innovation cycles. Software performance
engineering in its essence is not directly applicable to such
scenarios. Many approaches focus on early lifecycle phases
assuming that a software system is built from scratch and all
its details are known. These approaches neglect influences of
already existing middleware, legacy applications, and third party
services. For performance prediction, detailed information about
the internal structure of the systems is necessary. However,
such information may not be available or accessible due to
the complexity of existing software. In this paper, we propose
a combined approach of model based and measurement based
performance evaluation techniques to handle the complexity of
large enterprise applications. We outline open research questions
that have to be answered in order to put performance engineering
in industrial practice. For validation, we plan to apply our
approach to different real-world scenarios that involve current
SAP enterprise solutions such as SAP Business ByDesign and the
SAP Business Suite.
I. INTRODUCTION
The performance (timing behavior, throughput, and resource
utilization) of a software system is one of its key quality
attributes. Performance is directly visible to the user and it
heavily affects the total cost of ownership (TCO) for the
system provider. Software Performance Engineering (SPE) [1]
helps software architects to ensure high performance stan-
dards for their applications. However, applying performance
engineering for large enterprise applications is a challenging
task. Today’s enterprise systems are usually built on a large
basis of existing software (middleware, legacy applications,
and third party services) and rarely developed from scratch.
Furthermore, companies continuously adapt their applications
to changing market requirements and technological innova-
tions. Thus, performance analysts have to evaluate perfor-
mance aspects during the whole lifecycle of the system.
Although many approaches have been published in the con-
text of software performance engineering, none of them has
achieved widespread industrial use [2]. In many cases, the
sheer size and complexity of a software system hinders the
application of performance engineering in practice. Especially
in large enterprise applications, the performance of a system is
affected by a variety of parameters. Often, these parameters are
distributed across various layers (infrastructure, virtualization,
database, application server, etc.) involving many different
technologies. Thus, evaluating such systems is a time and
resource consuming process.
Most existing approaches use established prediction models
([3], [2]) to estimate the performance of a software system.
Most of them aim for predicting the performance in early
lifecycle phases, especially before system implementation.
This can avoid substantial costs for redesigning the software
architecture. Concerning the evaluation of already existing
components, the main focus of existing approaches lies on
(i) the derivation or extraction of appropriate models and (ii)
the estimation of resource demands / quantitative data needed
to parameterize prediction models. Approaches focusing on
the first issue analyze call traces [4] or apply static code anal-
yses [5] to extract models of software systems. Approaches
focusing on the second issue (e.g. [6], [7]) use benchmarking
and monitoring of systems to derive model parameters. The
general drawback of these approaches is that they are bound
to the assumptions of the underlying prediction model [8].
For example, if a network connection is modeled with FCFS
scheduling, it won’t capture the effect of collisions on the
network. Another important issue is scalability. The existing
approaches do not scale with respect to size and complex-
ity of today’s enterprise applications. Creating performance
prediction models for those systems requires considerable
effort and can become too costly and error-prone as much
work has to be done manually. For the same reason, many
developers do not trust or understand performance models,
even if such models are available. Concerning legacy systems
and third party software, the required knowledge to model the
systems may even not be available at all. Here, re-engineering
approaches (e.g. [9], [5]) can help. However, the large and
heterogeneous technology stack of such systems makes re-
engineering often infeasible.
The approach presented in this paper, handles the complex-
ity of large enterprise applications by abstracting those parts
of the system that cannot be modeled or only with high effort.
The goal is to capture the dependencies between the system’s
usage (workload and parameters) and performance (timing
behavior, throughput, and resource utilization). The technical
core of the approach is the Performance Cockpit, a framework
for systematic performance evaluations. Around that technical
core, there are four conceptional blocks: experiment definition,
automated measurements, statistical inference, and model inte-
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gration. The combination of the aforementioned blocks allows
the performance analyst to evaluate the performance of large
systems with reasonable effort.
The contribution of this paper is an approach that combines
measurement based and model based performance engineering
techniques to evaluate the performance of large enterprise
applications. Furthermore, we outline open research question
in order to put the approach into practice. We plan to validate
the approach in different scenarios that involve current SAP
solutions such as SAP Business ByDesign and the SAP
Business Suite.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II illustrates the
research challenges that arise owing to the considered systems
and the chosen approach. In Section III we present the building
blocks towards meeting these challenges. Section IV describes
some application scenarios of the approach. In Section V, we
outline related research work. Finally, Section VI concludes
the paper.
II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In this section, we describe the main research questions ad-
dressed by our research. The general challenge is to understand
the dependencies between the system’s usage (workload and
parameters) and performance (timing behavior, throughput,
and resource utilization). The goal is to predict the perfor-
mance behavior of the system in productive operation under
real-world customer load. The following questions describe
the steps towards accomplishing that goal using our systematic
measurement approach.
A. How can we automatically identify the performance rele-
vant parameters?
The sheer size of the considered systems bears a big
challenge when answering the question how to identify the
performance relevant parameters from a set of potential can-
didates. In large enterprise applications, a variety of potential
performance relevant parameters and parameter combinations
exist which span a huge search space. Thus, we have to
develop an intelligent and efficient search algorithm that com-
bines statistical analyses with the experiment setup. However,
due to the huge cause of dimensionality such an algorithm
might require too much time and resources. Thus, manual
reduction of the search space may be necessary before starting
the actual measurements. This can be accomplished by an
explicit configuration of the measurements with appropriate
heuristics based on expert knowledge. Another problem is that
these parameters are distributed across various layers involving
many different technologies. Thus, measuring the impact of
the parameters can be a time and resource consuming process.
Hence, there is a need for a powerful measurement framework
that can be easily adapted and applied to different systems
under test. Moreover, it should support/guide the performance
analyst as far as possible in order to reduce the effort and the
error rate.
B. How can we efficiently quantify the influence of specific
parameters on software system performance?
Once we are able to identify the performance-relevant
parameters of a software system, the derivation of their actual
impact on the overall performance of the system is still a
complex task. Especially in large enterprise applications, a
variety of parameters affect the performance of a system. As
a consequence, we have to find a trade-off between providing
enough measurement data for the analyses and minimizing
the period of measurements. Due to the sheer size of the
considered systems it is not feasible to measure each possible
parameter assignment. However, the number of measurements
has to be large enough to provide statistically significant
results and to cover all possible effects. Thus, we have to find
an optimal mixture of intelligent experiment determination and
efficient statistical analysis techniques to reduce the number of
measurements. Another problem is that the system under test
might not deliver the necessary monitoring information for all
required parameters (e.g. due to the impact of monitoring on
the performance of the system). Therefore, we have to infer
this information from the available monitoring data.
C. How to deal with interdependencies?
One of the strengths of our goal-oriented measurement
based approach is that it abstracts from system internals,
meaning it abstracts the internal resources and behavior from
prediction modeling. However, this black-box approach of
course involves the risk that important dependencies between
components and resources inside the abstracted system are not
captured. For example, consider two otherwise independent
web services share the same database. Here, we have to iden-
tify the interdependencies that influence performance without
detailed knowledge about the system internals. Moreover, we
have to find a solution that allows the explicit integration of
these interdependencies in our resulting functions.
D. How to integrate our measurement based approach with
existing model based approaches?
The combination of measurement based and model based
performance prediction methodologies is a promising research
field towards better applicability of software performance en-
gineering in industrial practice [8]. This combination leverages
from the benefits of both approaches. However, the results de-
rived by the measurements and statistical analyses are basically
mathematical functions that capture the dependency between
a set of performance relevant input parameters (independent
parameters) and certain performance metrics (dependent pa-
rameters). Thus, these functions cannot be directly combined
with classical performance prediction approaches (such as
queuing networks or stochastic process algebras [10]), or
model-driven approaches (such as PCM [11] or CB-SPE [12]).
As a consequence, we have to find a way to adjust the existing
solutions in order to integrate our measured functions and
combine the strength of both approaches.
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implement highly dynamic and efficient algorithms (such as
introduced by Reussner et al. [21]). This is an essential issue
towards the feasibility of our approach in large, real-world
enterprise applications.
D. Statistical Inference
In the previous section, we described the automated mea-
surement process used in our approach. In the analyses phase
of the process we use statistical inference [22] to capture
the dependencies between the system’s usage and perfor-
mance. The data collected by the monitoring is used to infer
(parameters of) a prediction model. In one of our recent
work [23], we derived the dependencies between the usage
and the performance of a message-oriented middleware using
Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) [24] and
genetic optimization [25]. While statistical inference does not
require specific knowledge on the internal structure of the
system under test, it might require assumptions on the kind
of functional dependency between independent and dependent
variables. The main difference between the multiple inference
approaches is their degree of model assumptions. For example,
the nearest neighbor estimator makes no assumptions on the
model underlying the observations, while a linear regression
makes rather strong assumptions (linearity). Most other sta-
tistical estimators lie inbetween both extremes. In general,
methods with stronger assumptions need less data to provide
reliable estimates, while methods with less assumptions need
more data, but are also more flexible. In our approach, the
concrete technique used depends on the considered problem.
For example, the identification of performance relevant pa-
rameters requires other techniques than the derivation of the
actual impact of a certain parameter on a certain perfor-
mance metric. Additionally, the chosen technique might differ
depending on the system under test, as in some cases we
might have good estimators for the underlying model while
in other cases the system under test is a complete black-
box. Furthermore, the available monitoring information can
influence the selection of an appropriate technique. In our
approach, we aim for automatically selecting the appropriate
method by the Performance Cockpit. However, in many cases
this is not possible since expert knowledge is required. Thus,
we enable the performance analyst to extensively configure the
analyses using our experiment definition model (see Section
III-B).
E. Model Integration
Model-driven performance prediction approaches (such as
surveyed in [2]) allow to evaluate the performance of a
software system prior to its implementation. The evaluation at
design time has the advantage that it can avoid performance
problems during implementation and testing, which can raise
substantial costs for redesigning the software architecture.
However, the drawback of these approaches is that they require
detailed knowledge about the system under test in order to
provide reliable results. The advantage of our measurement
based approach is that we can apply it to nearly any system
without detailed information about its internal structure and
behavior. However, the drawback of such measurement based
approaches is that the system has to be available in order to
conduct the measurements. This excludes the approach from
answering questions like ”How would the system perform if
we buy another server?”.
With the combination of model based and measurement
based techniques, we leverage from the benefits of both
approaches while overcoming the drawbacks. We target at in-
tegrating our measured functional dependencies in the Palladio
Component Model (PCM). PCM is a model based performance
prediction approach that targets component based, distributed
systems. It is parameterizable for parameter values as well as
for the deployment platform. Moreover, PCM supports the use
of performance completions. Performance completions allow
software architects to annotate an architecture model [26].
Model-to-model transformations refine the annotated elements
by injecting low-level performance influences, e.g. of a certain
middleware [27]. The completions are parametric with respect
to resource demands of the annotated element. For each
implementation and each execution environment the demands
have to be determined explicitly. The integration of the inferred
models in PCM allows us design-time performance predictions
for systems that build on a large basis of existing components.
In [23], we applied our approach to build a performance
completion for the message-oriented middleware ActiveMQ
5.3.
IV. APPLICATION SCENARIOS & VALIDATION
The Performance Cockpit supports software architects and
developers in different stages of the software lifecycle. During
design time, software architects can use the Performance
Cockpit to derive performance models of middleware plat-
forms and legacy systems. In the implementation phase, devel-
opers can use the Performance Cockpit to conduct regular per-
formance tests of their system. Furthermore, service providers
can determine reliable and flexible SLAs for their services
using the Performance Cockpit. In the following, we discuss
possible application scenarios in more detail.
Evaluation of Design Alternatives: During design time,
software architects often face architectural choices that are
equivalent with respect to functionality but heavily differ with
respect to performance (or extra-functional properties in gen-
eral). Proper estimates of the influence of such decisions on the
system’s performance are essential. Design time performance
predictions can avoid costly refactoring of the whole system
in later development stages. However, such predictions require
a detailed understanding of the middleware, third party and
legacy software on which a new system is built. The Perfor-
mance Cockpit enables software architects to automatically
derive performance models and dependencies from systematic
measurements of the systems used. Software architects can
focus on the evaluation of the design decisions at hand. They
can use performance completions [26] in combination with
the Performance Cockpit to add low-level performance details
of underlying middleware to their system under study. The
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Performance Cockpit instantiates performance completions for
specific implementations and configurations of a middleware
platform.
In case of composable (third-party) services, software ar-
chitects can use the prediction models inferred by the Per-
formance Cockpit to assess performance characteristics of
higher level services. For example, if a customer requires a
special composition of business services, software architects
can use the resulting model to estimate the response time and
throughput of the composed business process.
Sizing and Adaptation: Sizing the underlying IT in-
frastructure is a critical task when deploying an enterprise
application. On the one hand, the infrastructure has to provide
enough resources to run the application fluently. On the other
hand, purchasing and operating infrastructure resources are a
substantial factor with regard to the cost-effectiveness of a
companies IT landscape. Especially the trend towards provid-
ing enterprise applications as on-demand services increases the
requirements on scalability and cost-effectiveness of software
systems. The combination of measurement based and model
based performance prediction proposed in this paper helps
software architects to tailor the infrastructure to the specific
needs. Thus, the approach can prevent companies from over-
or undersizing their systems. In combination with appropriate
cost models (such as proposed in [28]), software architects
can find an efficient trade-off between costs, performance,
and scalability. Moreover, the targeted performance prediction
along the whole lifecycle of software systems allows early
and efficient adaptations to changed workload requirements.
Hence, applying the Performance Cockpit performance ana-
lysts are able to answer questions like ”‘Can we start another
instance of application X on server Y without violating exist-
ing performance agreements?”’.
Regression Benchmarking: Regression Benchmark-
ing [29] (analogously to regressions testing) automatically
executes a series of performance tests. The performance
tests are executed on a regular basis (for instance after
each nightly build). The results are summarized in a set
of reports accessible to the developers. Thus, developers
receive regular feedback on the performance of their system.
They can directly assess the effect of changes in the
implementation on software performance. The Performance
Cockpit with its high degree of automation is well suited to
support regression benchmarking. Its infrastructure allows the
automatic execution of a series of measurements. The results
of the measurements can be automatically analyzed and
exported. Developers can specify the performance tests using
the measurement configuration. In addition, the regularly
executed benchmarks can be used to generate up to date
performance models of the system under study.
Flexible SLA Specifications: In recent years, Service-
level Agreements (SLAs) are gaining more and more
attention. However, the specification of quality attributes in
SLAs is still limited to fixed values (e.g., the response time is
smaller than 2 seconds in 90% of all cases). A specification of
dependencies between a service’s usage and its performance
has not yet been established. In our approach, we propose
a black-box specification of performance characteristics,
i.e., the performance of a system is captured by a function
of its usage. These black-box performance models do not
contain any information about the system’s internal structure.
Including such models (e.g. as functions) in SLAs allows more
fine-grained performance evaluations of service compositions
and thus better service selections. For example, customers
who require a scalable service can evaluate the available
offers with respect to their expected usage profile and load.
Furthermore, service providers can use the Performance
Cockpit to determine reliable SLAs. The Performance
Cockpit allows them to automatically execute the necessary
measurements and derive the parameters for their SLAs in
their environment. Based on the results, they can assess what
performance they can provide. Additionally, they can use the
models for internal capacity planning. For example, if a new
customer requests one of their services, service providers
can use the integrated prediction models to decide how the
additional load will affect other customers.
For validation, we apply our approach on (i) a multi-
tenant SAP ByDesign system and (ii) an SAP ERP system
comprising a set of already existing SAP Enterprise Services
which are composed to customer specific business processes.
For each selected scenario, we will provide a validation of the
prediction model (i.e. we will compare our predictions with
observations). We also envision to evaluate the applicability
by realizing one scenario in a larger case study. However,
this depends on the feasibility and required overhead which
we cannot assess in this early phase of the work.
V. RELATED WORK
This section presents current research dealing with
measurement based performance analysis of software
systems. Approaches that combine the different building
blocks presented in this paper to an integrated, practice-
oriented solution are rare. Liu et al. [30] build a queuing
network model whose input values are computed based
on benchmarks. The goal of the queuing network model
is to derive performance metrics (e.g. response time and
throughput) for J2EE applications. The approach applied
by Denaro et al. [31] completely relies on measurements.
The authors estimate the performance of a software system
based on measurements of application specific test cases.
However, both approaches simplify the behavior of an
application, and thus, neglect its influence on performance.
Jin et al. [32] introduce an approach called BMM that
combines benchmarking, production system monitoring,
and performance modeling. Their goal is to quantify the
performance characteristics of real-world legacy systems
under various load conditions. However, the measurements
are driven by the upfront selection of a performance model
(e.g layered queuing network) which is later on built based
on the measurement results. Thakkar et al. [33] describe a
framework that targets the derivation of software performance
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models by a series of tests. In order to reduce the required
number of actually needed test runs the authors suggest to
use domain knowledge or statistical analyses techniques such
as Main Screen Analysis [34] and two-way ANOVA [35].
However, the authors remain open how to design such a
framework and how well the suggested statistical analyses
worked in their scenario. In [36], Bertolino et al. introduce
an approach that verifies QoS properties of Web service
implementations before their deployment. The approach is
based on the automatic generation of test-beds for the Web
Service under development. The authors focus on testing a
single Web service while generating mock-ups for the rest
of the system. In [37] they included the test-bed generation
tool in a framework called PLASTIC. PLASTIC aims at
enabling online and offline testing of networked applications
by providing a set of tools for generating and executing tests
as well as for monitoring different metrics. An approach to
generate customized benchmark applications for Web service
platforms is described by Zhu et al. in [38]. The approach is
based on their benchmark generation tool MDABench [39].
Many measurement based approaches rely on statistical
inference techniques to derive performance predictions based
on measurement data. Zheng et al. [40] apply Kalman Filter es-
timators to track parameters that cannot be measured directly.
To estimate the hidden parameters, they use the difference
between measured and predicted performance as well as
knowledge about the dynamics of the performance model. In
[6] and [7], statistical inferencing is used for estimating service
demands of parameterized performance models. Kraft et al.
apply a linear regression method and the maximum likelihood
technique for estimating the service demands of requests. The
considered system is an ERP application of SAP Business
Suite with a workload of sales and distribution operations.
Pacifici et al. [6] analyze multiple kinds of web traffic using
CPU utilization and throughput measurements. They formulate
and solve the problem using linear regressions. Kumar et
al. [41] and Sharma et al. [42] additionally take workload
characteristics into account. In [41], the authors derive a
mathematical function that represents service times and CPU
overheads as functions of the total arriving workload. Sharma
et al. [42] use statistical inferencing to identify workload
categories in internet services.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed an approach for performance
evaluations of large enterprise applications. Our approach
focuses on the observable data and does not consider the
internal structure of the underlying system. We propose a com-
bination of model configuration, automated measurements,
statistical inference and model based performance prediction
in order to support performance evaluations along the whole
lifecycle of a software system. The approach is realized by a
flexible framework called Performance Cockpit. So far, we
implemented a first prototype of the Performance Cockpit
to evaluate the performance of message-oriented middleware
[23].
The approach allows software architects to create perfor-
mance models for applications that include components (e.g.
middleware, legacy systems, third-party services) of which
they do not know or understand all performance relevant
internals. Performance analysts can apply the approach to an-
swer sizing questions, to provide guarantees in SLAs, support
decisions for adaptation scenarios (e.g., moving an image from
one node to another), run regression benchmarks on nightly
builds, and so on. Due to the separation of concern principle
and the flexible, plug-in based architecture of the Performance
Cockpit, the effort to execute the aforementioned tasks is kept
feasible.
In our future work, we are going to gradually answer the
research questions outlined in Section II. Moreover, we will
further enhance the architecture and the prototype of the
Performance Cockpit framework. Currently, we are applying
the approach to evaluate the performance of different types
of middleware (message-oriented middleware and application
servers) as well as for predicting the performance of web
services and web service compositions.
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Abstract—Modern component models enable software design-
ers to design, vary and reuse multiple implementations of specific
components in their software systems. Besides the implementa-
tion of specific interfaces, these components often have to fulfill
contracts that are given implicitly or hidden in the interfaces’
documentation. In this paper, we present ActiveTreaty, a novel
contract and verification framework suitable to define component
contracts explicitly. ActiveTreaty is an extension of our previously
presented Treaty framework and combines aspects of static and
dynamic verification by triggering component contract checks
whenever configuration changes occur. We introduce a role
model that supports the flexible, context-dependent management
of different aspects of contract management and enforcement.
Furthermore, we discuss the changes that were necessary to
extend Treaty as a dynamic verification framework. Finally, a
proof-of-concept implementation for the OSGi/Eclipse component
model is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, dynamic component models supporting the
dynamic (re-)configuration of applications have become very
successful. Examples include OSGi [1], its derivatives and the
.NET framework [2]. Some of the largest and most complex
systems are now based on these models, including application
servers such as IBM WebSphere [3]. The question arises how
these systems can be effectively verified. In practise, static
verification techniques are still dominant. This includes the
use of compilers and unit testing. Verification is typically per-
formed for single components and test assemblies at buildtime.
Component containers and runtime environments have little
support to verify the integrity of actual runtime assemblies.
For instance, OSGi containers merely check the type safety
of classes providing services described by interfaces, and the
version compatibility of the components composed. This is
based on the implicit assumption that compatibility informa-
tion between components can be completely described by the
combination of service interfaces and dependencies between
versioned packages and components.
In our previous work [4], we have argued that a more
expressive contract language is required to precisely describe
the relationship between collaborating components. This has
resulted in Treaty, an expressive, component-model indepen-
dent contract language. Treaty supports alternative contract
arrangements (disjunction), component collaborations based
on resources other than program language types, and therefore
contracts that describe different aspects of component compat-
ibility [5] including interface, behavioural and quality of ser-
vice contracts. It turns out that these features are appropriate to
simplify and improve the contract management in applications
based on dynamic component systems such as Eclipse [6].
In the first version (1.*) of Treaty, contracts were repre-
sented by integrity rules. Once a contract is instantiated when
collaborating components pair up, contracts are ready to be
used for verification. However, Treaty makes no assumptions
about when verification is actually performed. On the other
hand, dynamic component models like OSGi have well defined
lifecycle models that describe the various lifecycle states of
components, and the transitions between these states. It is
therefore possible to use the events signalling state transitions
to trigger contract verification.
In this paper, we propose an extension to make Treaty active
by integrating both the events that trigger contract verification,
and the actions that are to be performed upon verification into
the contracts. This implies that contracts are represented using
event-condition-action rules (ECA rules for short) [7].
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the next
section, we review related work. We then sketch the Treaty
framework in section III. For a detailed description, the reader
is referred to [4]. In section IV, we introduce ActiveTreaty.
Afterwards, we present a prototypical implementation of Ac-
tiveTreaty for Eclipse as a case study in section V. Section VI
concludes our contribution.
II. RELATED WORK
The idea of having contracts between collaborating software
artifacts has been made popular by Meyer’s work on design by
contract (DBC) [8]. Contracts are represented by invariants,
pre- and postconditions and added directly to the programming
language source code. Several authors have adopted these
ideas to other programming languages and runtime environ-
ments, including the Java Modeling Language (JML) [9] and
Spec# [10]. In contrast to ActiveTreaty, these approaches have
no explicit event handling, contract checks are performed
when the methods are invoked. Furthermore, these DBC
approaches are bound to specific programming languages,
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while ActiveTreaty is programming language independent.
Arnout and Meyer [11] have used “A Posteriori Contracting”
to add contracts to existing software artifacts. This is similar
to the introduction of legislator components in ActiveTreaty
as discussed below.
The Tamago platform [12] supports design by contract
during component development and execution. In Tamago,
contracts are based on assertion logic combined with state
transitions. Similar to ActiveTreaty, contracts are defined in
an annotational and not-intrusive manner and the contracted
components can be deployed and composed at runtime. In
contrast to Tamago, ActivteTreaty focuses on an extensible
contract language that can be extended to check both func-
tional and non-functional properties.
In [13], a framework that enhance components programmed
in the object-oriented language Creol with contracts described
in deontic logic, is presented. Besides the definition what is
obliged, permitted or forbidden, the contract language also
contains statements to express what has to happen if contracts
were violated. Similar to ActiveTreaty, the supported contracts
can be regarded as ECA rules. But the approach is limited to
components modeled in Creaol whereas ActiveTreaty provides
an abstract component model in Java that can be applied to
multiple component models and can be implemented in other
programming languages as well.
The Component Interaction Property Validator (CIPV) [14]
allows to define interaction contracts on CORBA components.
The interaction contracts are defined using the specification
pattern system (SPS) which allows to define orders in which
specific events have to occur at runtime. For validation, the
contracts are represented as finite state automata and are
validated by intercepting the interactions between components
during runtime. In contrast to ActiveTreaty, the CIPV focuses
on interaction contracts whereas ActiveTreaty allows to ex-
press and validate multiple kinds of contracts.
Other formal contract languages have been used success-
fully in order to define several kinds of contracts in business
computing, including SLA contracts [15], business contracts
[16], [17] and the provisions for exception handling in elec-
tronic contracts [18]. These languages support complex event
handling, in particular through the use of ECA rules.
III. THE TREATY CONTRACT LANGUAGE
Treaty is a framework to manage different types of contracts
in dynamic component systems. It is based on the idea that
components interact through connectors by providing and con-
suming services and resources.1 Examples for (dynamic) com-
ponents are Eclipse and OSGi bundles, examples for connec-
tors are Eclipse extensions and extension points, respectively.
Contracts describe this interaction. The requirements in these
contracts are themselves expressed through resources that are
usually provided by the consumer components. Examples are
1In this paper the term resource has the same meaning as in the OSGi
component model [1]. Everything that is part of an OSGi component can be
regarded as a resource. E.g., a Java class, an XML file or the component’s
manifest file.
Java interfaces, OCL constraint sets, JUnit test suites and XML
Schemas. Suppliers of services provide other resources that
have to have certain typed relationships with consumer side
resources. For instance, they provide classes that must imple-
ment (consumer-side) interfaces and/or pass JUnit test suites
and XML documents that must instantiate XML Schemas.
Treaty contracts consist of these typed relationships or boolean
expressions built from these relationships. Simple properties
(comparisons against values) and mere resource existence
conditions can also be expressed. It turns out that this rep-
resentation is appropriate to express many types of contracts
in existing component models. In particular in the case of
Eclipse, both logically complex conditions and contracts using
resource types other than Java types are required. The type
system used by Treaty is defined using the Web Ontology
Language (OWL) [19]. I.e., resource, property and relationship
types are represented by URIs and reasoning features such
as subtype and subproperty reasoning are supported. The set
consisting of types, relationships and properties is called a
contract vocabulary.
Treaty is suitable for dynamic component models using
late binding. I.e., contracts can be defined without explicit
reference to a supplier or a consumer. The missing resources
can be referenced by function symbols representing queries to
component meta data. This allows the components to advertise
services by listing the respective resources in their meta data.
Once the supplier and consumer are known, the contract
is instantiated by executing these queries against the meta
data of these components and replacing the functions by the
actual resource references. This process is called binding. For
instance, in the Treaty proof-of-concept implementation for
Eclipse, these functions are XPath [20] expressions that are
resolved against the plugin.xml meta data file of a supplier
bundle when binding occurs.
A sample contract is shown in Listing 1. This contract
defines the relationship between a component that prints dates
(clock view) and a component that provides a date formatting
service (date to string). The contract can be separated into
three sections: a consumer, a supplier and a constraints sec-
tion. The consumer and supplier sections define the resources
provided by the components playing the consumer and the
supplier role in the contract, respectively. The constraints
section defines the constraints that shall be checked during the
contract’s verification. In this contract, suppliers can provide
the service either by providing a Java class implementing a
certain interface and passing two test suites, or by providing
a formatting template XML document instantiating a given
XML Schema. The references to consumer resources (lines
25 and 29) are XPath queries that are resolved against the
plugin.xml meta data of the supplier component when
binding occurs. The example application is an Eclipse bundle
that can be installed from an Eclipse update site following the
instructions on the Treaty project home page [21]. For further
details the reader is referred to [4].
Figure 1 depicts the Treaty meta model. This meta model is
simplified, in particular, the type hierarchy of Conditions
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to a contract is a problem that must be addressed when man-
aging contracts. The main problem is to ensure that actions,
events, types, relationships and properties used in contracts are
available. For instance, consider the clock example introduced
above. The contract defines a relationship between an XML
document and an XML schema (line 45-47 in Listing 1). This
relationship (http://code.google.com/p/treaty/xml#instantiates)
is defined by a vocabulary. The vocabulary is itself provided
as a resource by an Eclipse bundle extending a vocabulary
extension point of the ActiveTreaty implementation. If this
contract is to be verified, the bundle must be available. In
particular, the bundle knows the semantics of this relationship
and can compute a boolean indicating that the respective XML
document indeed instantiates the schema. The bundle would
use a validating XML parser for the actual implementation of
this functionality.
This example shows that there is a runtime dependency
between the component that defines the contract and the
component that defines the vocabulary used in the contract. In
OSGi, this dependency would imply that the bundle defining
the vocabulary is visible (its classloader accessible) to the
bundle defining the contract.
Abstracting from this example, contracts have additional
(implicit) references to extensions providing the building
blocks for contracts. Figure 4 depicts the resulting extended
Treaty meta model for ActiveTreaty.
To define dependencies between components, we first asso-
ciate components with roles with respect to components. The
use of roles is similar to how roles are used in design patterns
[24], [25]. Here, a class can play a role like factory or product
in the context of a certain (factory) pattern instance. However,
a class can be a factory in the context of a factory instance,
and a product in the context of another factory instance.
Formally, roles are subsets of Component×Contract defined
as follows:7
1) (com, con) ∈ CONSUMER⇔
con.consumer.owner == com
2) (com, con) ∈ SUPPLIER⇔
con.supplier.owner == com
3) (com, con) ∈ LEGISLATOR⇔
com.contracts.includes(con)
4) (com, con) ∈
V OCABULARY CONTRIBUTOR⇔ ∃x ∈
Extension ∧ con.vocabularies.includes(x) ∧
extension.owner == com
5) (com, con) ∈ EV ENT CONTRIBUTOR⇔ ∃x ∈
Extension ∧ con.events.includes(x) ∧
extension.owner == com
6) (com, con) ∈ ACTION CONTRIBUTOR⇔ ∃x ∈
Extension ∧ con.actions.includes(x) ∧
extension.owner == com
A component can have multiple roles with respect to the
7We use a compact syntax combining PL1 with navigational OCL for
simplicity.
same contract. For instance, in the clock example, the contracts
are defined in the component that has the extension point, and
therefore the LEGISLATOR and the CONSUMER roles
overlap.
Using these definitions, each contract gives rise to a legis-
lator component and sets of consumers, suppliers, legislators,
and vocabulary, event and action contributors. To execute a
contract, the following dependencies must be satisfied for each
component in the respective role:
1) ∀c1, c2 ∈ Component : (∃con ∈ Contract :
(c1, con) ∈ LEGISLATOR ∧ (c2, con) ∈
V OCABULARY CONTRIBUTOR⇒ (c1, c2) ∈
DependsOn
2) ∀c1, c2 ∈ Component : (∃con ∈ Contract :
(c1, con) ∈ LEGISLATOR ∧ (c2, con) ∈
EV ENT CONTRIBUTOR⇒ (c1, c2) ∈
DependsOn
3) ∀c1, c2 ∈ Component : (∃con ∈ Contract :
(c1, con) ∈ LEGISLATOR ∧ (c2, con) ∈
ACTION CONTRIBUTOR⇒ (c1, c2) ∈
DependsOn
4) ∀c1, c2 ∈ Component : (∃con ∈ Contract :
(c1, con) ∈ LEGISLATOR ∧ (c2, con) ∈
CONSUMER⇒ (c1, c2) ∈ DependsOn
5) ∀c1, c2 ∈ Component : (∃con ∈ Contract :
(c1, con) ∈ LEGISLATOR ∧ (c2, con) ∈
SUPPLIER⇒ (c1, c2) ∈ DependsOn
In many cases, the supplier also depends on the Consumer.
An example where this is the case is if the consumer describes
a service to be provided by a supplier using a (Java) interface.
The supplier needs to provide a class implementing these
interface, and needs access to the interface to do this. E.g.,
in OSGi, the supplier bundle would need access to the class
path of the consumer bundle.
V. CASE STUDY: ACTIVETREATY FOR ECLIPSE
To prove the concepts of ActiveTreaty, the framework has
been implemented and tested as a contracting language for
Eclipse bundles and their extension points. Some implemen-
tation details and challenges are depicted below.
A. Application Structure
The Eclipse implementation of ActiveTreaty consists of
three different features, the contract framework (net.java.
treaty.eclipse.feature.group), the clock example (net.java.
treaty.eclipse.example.clock.feature.group), and a system ex-
ample that retrofits some standard Eclipse extension points
with contracts (net.java.treaty.eclipse.example.system.feature.
group). The framework feature also contains views to monitor
contracts, vocabularies and event and action contributions. The
application can be easily installed using the Treaty update site
[21].
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F. Dependency Management
The dependency problems illustrated in subsection IV-C are
solved by using explicit bundle dependencies. For instance,
the legislator component containing contracts for standard
Eclipse extension points declares explicit dependencies to
ActiveTreaty, to the bundles providing vocabularies, actions
and events used in the contracts, and to the (standard) bundles
owning the extension points representing the consumers.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented ActiveTreaty, a contract framework for
software components based on ECA rules. The presented im-
plementation based on Eclipse shows such that this framework
can be easily added to an existing component model and
can be used to safeguard evolving component assemblies by
triggering verification whenever assemblies change. A detailed
case study contracting existing Eclipse extension points [26]
proofed that Eclipse lacks the support for such a contract
mechanism and that such a contract mechanism is indeed
sensible.
There are some open questions though. The actions used in
our implementation so far are fairly simple - user notification
and logging. While this is useful, it would be desirable to go
one step further and to use corrective actions. In particular
actions such as uninstalling faulty components and roll-back
component upgrades. However, this causes another problem.
Actions interfering with the lifecycle of components will
indirectly trigger lifecycle events. These events can trigger
new contracts and the system could go into infinite loops.
Therefore, verification of contracts is needed. One way of
doing this is to build a dependency graph between actions and
events and check this graph for circular dependencies. The
events used so far in ActiveTreaty are flat. The expressiveness
of the contract language could be further increased by allowing
complex events such as events composed using event algebras.
In our current research we plan to implement an OCL
vocabulary [22] for ActiveTreaty. The major challenge is to
develop an action contribution that triggers verification when
the actual service invocation occurs. We have conducted a first
case study to investigate a suitable extension to support such
an OCL vocabulary in ActiveTreaty [27].
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